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INTRODUCTION
Cc
~t •n
econ mic authorities have concluded that from about oneh' Ld to on -h lf of all the growth in the American economy in the past
lOO y ars h s c
from technological change. The fact that in the last
ecade theLe has been an appar-ent decline in the rate of technological
change is of great concern.

There are many factors (e.g., international trade policy, economic
itions, capital formation, changing energy relationships, etc.)
ibu in
o hese problems. Independent of these other factors,
hO'Never, con ·nu
technological competitiveness will depend on the
o
he na ion 's technical talent and ability to innovate.
an
qu te supply of qualified engineering talent, our strong
base w·11 hav a limited impact on our nation's economic wellnnot be foLced; it can be fostered, encouraged, or
i n implies a qualitative change as when some new

d for the first time. This is typically done to
fici ncy of a p::>sition. It may imply a new "system,"
ici nt utilization of resources, or creation of new
therefore involves a significant technological and
ain front-end costs. This suggests that the
process involves four major steps~

success

scientific research;
n al en ineering research;
rese rch and development;
~~.....-~ i liza ion or prcx]uct development

(
( )
(c)

( )
o

epreneurs, industrial groups, and missionentirely
At the same
ion s univ rsi ies, supported in part a by the National
on, ar responsible for a significant portion of (a).
n in er· ng Lesearch, (b), which is the link from (a) to
k bridge, without a firm foundation of support
overrnne nt.
1

in "basic " scientific research is clearly
r 1 role in "applied R&D" is corrmonly accepted in
ncies nd the private sector. On the other
eral role in the area of .. fundamental
leverages non-Federal participation to the

A

n us

ween science and engineering research are
thcxl is applicable to both science research and
The terms basic and applied research are
Th sane work done by a scientist and engineer may
by the former and applied by the latter. Pure
by some as a further subdivision of basic

1

Fundamental engineering resear-ch is vital to the national welfar-e
and security. Without a definite focus on a specific application, nost
industries only sparingly support long-range fundamental engineering
research. The results of fundmental research are a part of the national
wealth upon which all can draw for future use . The ma.jor research
undertakings of the College· of Engineering faculty outlined in this
report contribute to that essential knowledge base.
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DEAN'S OFFICE REPORT
The College f Engineering experienced another excellent year
dur·n 1983-84. Ev ry significant parameter (e.g. enrollments, faculty,
degr es gr te , r-esearch income, community service activities, extended
s udies activities, etc.) showed substantial increases during the
y ar.
Engineering faculty and pr-ograms are becoming increasingly
visib eon the nat·onal scene. The College entertained visitors from
Swe en, En land, Italy, Denmark, and Honduras during the year. This
re
sc i s the more important developments of the year and
swrunarizes r se rch activities for the year.
iv

efforts among all SUS Engineering Colleges (UCF, USF,
The UCF Engineering and Industrial Experiment
n ·nu d o show improvement.
Sponsored research income
$1,802,000 level for the y,e ar. During 1983-84 the research
r F.T.E. f cu ty researcher was $117,333 compared to the 1982of $111,378. The State Technolo;JY Application
a UC , U~, USF and FAU continued during the
by NASA.
u en s continue to receive a variety of scholarly
nition. UCF/COE faculty continue to bring
to the University through many offices and
s technical and professional societies. Nine
r. reviewers of various publications, while six had
he year. Dr. [X:)ering serves as Vice-President
ial Engineering Honorary), Dr. Kersten was
. ict nt and Chairman of the Professional Engineers in
Na · onal Society of Professional Engineers, and Dr.,
Youn En9ineer of the Year by NSPE. Dr. A.J .A. Babu
visiting faculty member and Dr. Thorkild Hvitvedf
alborg, Den.mark) completed a sabbatical year
Professor Nils Gralen, past president of the
Engineering Sciences was a guest of the
year.
Hea , Hubler, and Whitehouse have been named to ad
s of th Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Dr. Denning was elected to the Technology
nission (ABET) and Dean Kersten was elected to the
of the Engineering Accreditation Comnission
n continues his pioneering work with the Council for
f Techn logy in Human Affairs (CUTHA).
Dr. M h ws served on the Boaro of Dicectors of SOUTHCON and was
fo the 1984 me ting. This nationally organized electrical/
c ron·cs shON
tracted over 16,000 participants to the Orlando
ing in J984. Ors. Block and Ventre continue to serve at the Florida
olar Energy C n-er. 'Work continues with International Programs through
Dr. Phillips' visi to the Royal Radar and Signals Establishment
(En
nd), Dr. Wani lista's sabbatical leave at the Polytechnic of
w le , and o . Gunn r-son's invitation to form the Joint Research Centre
3

{Ispru, Italy) as Visiting Scientist in 1985. Dr. uckolls returne
after a two year tour at Federal Aviation Administration Technical
Center (under an Intergovernmental Personnel Act assignment) involved in
Crashworthiness Modeling research.
Major corrmunity se:rvioe activities include the work of Dr.
Petrasko, Dr. Bauer, and Dr. Belkerdid who served on the
Teleconmunications Task Force of the Florida Joint Legislative Corcmittee
on Electronic Data Processing; Dr. Walker who served as President of the
Board of Trustees of Cape Canaveral Hospital; Dr. Pillips and Walters
who aided the Ccmmittee of Physical Sciences of the John Young 1useum;
and Dr. Kuo who served on a Special Task Force to review the Skyway
Bridge Project. Dr. Bauer completed his term as President of the
Central Florida Chapter of the Florida Engineering Society and continued
service on the Orange County Planning and Zoning Ccmmission as Vice
Chairman. Dr. Jenkins continues as a rrember of the Orange County
Standard Fire Code Board of Appeals. Dean Kersten continued serv ·ce on
the State Board of Professional Engineers and was named Vice Chairman
during the year.
As a result of special laboratory equipment allocations by the
Florida Legislature during the past two years, a considerable upgradin
of basic teaching laboratories is under way. Major a ditions have been
made or are on order for mcx:1ern instrumentation in several advanced
teaching and research labor:-atories (e.g. environmental engineering,
electro-optics, micro--electr:-onics, thermal sciences a
experine tal
mechanics), including a VAX 11-750 computer system. Perhaps the TOC>st
significant new lal:x:>ratory development in the past several years was the
implementation of a CAD/CAM (computer aided design/computer aide
manufacturing) laboratory. This effort received additional support from
the General Electric Foundation.

The COE remained active with 19 other major engineering colleges in
Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in Engineering (pa tially funded
by the Sloan Foundation) during the year. Minority enrollments have
increased significantly in the last five years reaching the 11% level
this year. The College continued to participate in the incentive grant
pnx1ram of the National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering.
Thiry-two minority student scholars were enrolled in engineering
departrrents during the year- as a result. A special pre-college program,
Oper:-ation CARE (Career Awareness and Readiness for Engineering),
designed to encourage minorities to pursue flOC)re rigorous secondary
school prCX)rams was continued this year with support from the
Westinghouse Educational Foundation.
Persons interested in any of the topics included in this report are
invited to contact the Dean's Office or the appr:-opriate Principal
Investigator.
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F CIV L t:N INEEJUNG AND ENVIRONMENTAL

SCIENCES

DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
ha i nnan :
Faculty:

Dr. M. P"' Wan ie 1 is ta

D.L. Block, W.E. Carroll, C.D. Cooper, J.D. Dietz, H.H.
Harper, E. Jackson, J.P. Hartman, R.D. Kersten, s. Kuo, D.S.
Leftwich, C.N. Pabner, W. Rodriguez-Ramos, J.N. Seaman, R.
Smith, W.M. McLellon, B.R. Snyder, J.S. Taylor, and
Y.A. Yousef

'Ihe Civ·

En ine ring and Environmental Sciences I::Bparbnent consisted

of an i ht
mbec faculty during the 1983-84 year. Options offered
by the
p rtment r-e in Civil and Environmental Engineering. Dr. Block
is es ent
h h Flor-ida Solar Energy Center on the Florida East
o s • Dr:
is Profe sor F.Ineritus.

e

nt raduation count was 33 BSE, 3 MS and 7 MSE
c lty h d $1,262,000 of research grants and contracts in
he 1983-84 fiscal year. DJring the year, external funding
p oximat ly $400,000. The Ph.D. program has 6 people who
th ir qua · Ei rs and 2 others. Research supported approximately
half ull-time facu ty positions during the year.
n has initiate a foreign exchange program with Dernnark
. 1horkild Hvitved-Jacobsen from the University of Aalborg
n y
with he faculty. Dr. Wanielista spent a semester
chn · c of Wale .

rese ch program for the developnent of Faculty and
primary goals achieved by the faculty. Dr.
r.
the Environmental Systems Engineering Institute
w rk on s rrnwater effects on fresh water resources. Of
ign1 lcanc was his \NOrk on metal speciation in natural
E culty continue to remain active in all types of
ucati n activities. Of note was the ASCE Cpen Channel and
rksh
and a Mini-canputer Applications in Civil Engineering
Dr-. T yl
is continuing his studies in suspect carcinogens in
t r supplies.
Dr. Leftwich was appointed director of the
t"on Sys ns Ins itute. Dr. Carroll continues his work in
n s applying his concepts to subnarine warfare simulation.
nd Di tz have continued industrial waste treatment analyses
Of n te is their work on industrial wastes. Ors.
lis a, Yous E, Taylor- nd coper completed writing a textbook to be
or E N 3704 (Engineering and the Environment) which was published
by Br ks/Co , a iv is· on of WadsVJOrth. Harvey Harper and Carla Palmer
continued work on l ke impacts fran stormwater. They are frequent
speak rs ~nong local government organizations. Drs. Yousef and
Wanielista
P of ss r Harper continue their work on stonnwater design
cri er.i by att n ing inter.national and local meetings. Drs. Beck and
Kuo ·nitiat d
rk on sinkholes and the University has been granted the

5

Florida Sinkhole Research Institute in Florida. Also, Dr. Kuo initiated
an honorary club in Civil Engineerin<J. Of note is the appointment of Dr.
Kuo to the Governor's Skyway Bridge Committee.
Professor Jackson is active with minority programs t the University and
in the local high schools. Other faculty have contributed to an outreach
program for minorities. Professors Jackson, Dietz, Cooper, Wanielista,
and Rodriguez- Ramos have visited high schools and cattnunity colleges to
interest students in Engineering.
Department faculty have been active in technical sc:x:iety and professional
developnent work and are members of local, regional or national
cannittees within the American Society of Civil Engineers, Flori a
Engineering Society, American Society for Engineering Fducation, Water
Pollution Control Federation, American Water W:Jrks Association, and
American Academy of Environmental Engineering Professors.
Dr. Kuo has been the faculty advisor for the ASC8 Student Chapter. 1he
student chapter again won the State Concrete Canoe Race and atten ed the
southeastern schools confecence in Alabama. CEES students, both
undergraduate and graduate, continue to be active on faculty research
projects. 'Ihe ASCE Student Chapter was very active in this year's
Physics and Engineering Fair by participating in bridge building contests
and other events.
'Ibe faculty remain active and show sustained involvement in many
education and research areas. Twenty-six profX>sals were generated of
which twenty were for external funding. In the area of publications,
twenty-two of thirty- six were considered of professional quality.
Forty-seven professional presentations were given while the faculty were
attending forty-six meetings. This quality and quantity of work reflects
credit upon the Faculty and the University. ~ are taking on the
opportunities of the Ph.D. program, a new engineering buil ·ng for the
College of Engineering, and a new field laboratory. ~ look forward to
the future.
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D PARTM8NT Of CIVIL ENGINt:;ElUNG

PUBLI

and

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

ONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROF8SSIONAL PAPERS

I

Monographs
1.

Wanielista, M.P., Yousef, Y.A., Taylor, J.S. and Cooper, C.D.
Engine ring and the Environment, (Brooks/Cole-Wadsworth
Publishing) February 1984 (already 14 adoptions), 394 pages.

Articles Publish d
Inte nat · onal ,Journals (Peer Refereed)
s n, T., Yousef, Y.A. and Wanielista, M.P. "Fate of
r-i nts in Ponds Receiving Highway Runoff,"
ion 1 Symposium on Highway Runoff, Southampton,
ember 6-9, 1983.

l.

s n, T., Yusef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P. and Pearce, D.
Ph sphorus and Nitrogen in Ponds Receiving Highway
Run EE," Science of the Total Envirorunent, Elsevier Science
Publishers, 33, 259-270, (1984).

2.

3.

You

, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P. and Jacobsen, H.T.

. D.

of Heavy

llution Educations in Florida - Past, Present
p per presente at the Annual Meeting of the
A·r.
llution Control Association, Palm Beach Shores,
• 25-27, 1983.

2.

Har

fI

r-,

"Air

Waniel ist , M.P., Yousef, Y.A. ".Reuse of Water
Sl
es for Improvement of Reservoir Water Quality,"
1 Conference Proceedings of the American Water W:)rks

, H.H., Wanielista, M.P., Yousef, Y.A.
"Restoration of Lake
r 1 ,"
k Rest r-ation, Protection and Management, EPA
440/5-83-001, Washington, D.C., (1983).

4.

dri< u z-Ramos, W.E., Carroll, W.E. and Francis, R.L. "Single
Cr n Location Optimization," J\merican Society of Civil
Fngin Ling Journal of Construction Engineering and Management,
109, ( 4), 387-397, (December, 1983).

5.

W nie l · t , M. P., Y usef, Y.A., Harper, H.H. "Hydrology/Hydraulics
les," Proce dings of the Vbrkshop on Open Channel and
Cu vert ~sign, Orlando, FL, Sept. 22, 1983.
7

6.

Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P., Hvited-Jacobsen, T., Harper, H.H.
"Fate of Heavy Metals in Stormwater fran Highway Bridges," The
Science of the Total Environment, 33, 233-244, (1984) •

Other Scholarly Vibrks
1.

2.

Beck, B.F. "Sinkhole ~velopment in South Georgia and Florida,
USA, and the Founding of the Florida Sinkhole Research
Institute," Third Int. Symp. on Land Subsidence, Venice, Italy.
Published by International Association of Hydrological
Sciences, March 1984.
Cooper, C.D., Dietz, J.D., Taylor, J.S., Flint, M.J., Todd, M.R.
"Water Quality Characterization of an Eastern Coal Slurry,"
Municipal, Hazardous, and Coal Wastes Mangement Conference,
Miami Beach, FL.

3.

Harper, H.H., Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P. "Fate of Heavy Metals
in Stormwater Management Systems," Inter-national Symposium on
Lake and Reservoir Management, Knoxville, TN, O::tober 18-20,
1983.

4.

Harper, H.H., Wanielista, M.P., Livingston, E. 0 An Investigation
into the Importance of Sediment-Nutrient Exchange on Algal
Productivity of Meginnis Arm, Lake Jackson," Florida Academy of
Sciences, March 29-31, 1984.

5.

Palmer, C., Wanielista, M.P., Mills, R.L., Haven, R. "Lake OJality
Enhancement for the City of Orlando, American Society of c·vil
Engineecs Florida Section Annual Meeting, Tallahassee, FL,
September 8-10, 1983.

6.

Palmer, C., Wanielista, M.P., Mills, R.L. "A Screening Methodology
for the Selection of Urban Lakes' Enhancement,' International
Symposium on Lake and Reservoir Management, Knoxville, TN,
October 18-20, 1983.

7.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E., and Bauer, C.S. "The Computer Aided-Deisgn
Laboratories at the University of Central Florida/Extended
Abstract," Computer Aided Engineering D3sign and Manufacturing,
Sutmitted March 9, 1984.

8.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E. Construction Site ~sign, 2nd Edition, '!he
Construction Industry Institute, Inc., Orlando, FL.

9.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E. "Quantitative Techniques for Construction
Site Layout Planning," UCF Construction Research Report #1,
University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL, November 1983
(Upjate of University of Florida Research Report}.

10.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E. "Quantitative Analysis in Construction
Operations," UCF Construction Research Report #2, Jan. 84 (Rev.
to Oct. 1981 paper}.

•

l L.

Rodrigu z-Ramos, W.E. "A Stochastsic Approach to Differential Cost
Accounting and Decision Making Analysis," UCF Construction
Resea~ch Report #3, Feb. 1984 (Rev. to July 1981 unpublished
paper}.

12.

Rodri u z-Ramos, W.E. "An Investigation of the Use of Graphical
An l
Models foe Decision Makio;;; Analysis," UCF Construction
se rch Report #4, March 1984 (Update of a Sept. 1981
unpublished paper).
FDdriguez-Rarnos, W.E. "Graphical Analysis of Construction
Opera ions,u Research Report #5, March 1984 (Update of a Sept.
1981 unpub ·shed paper).

4.

y or., J.S., Snyder, B.R., Ciliax, B., Ferraro, C., Fisher, A.,

H rr, F., Muller, P., Thompson, D. "Trihalanethane Precursor
Rem v l by the Magnesium Carbonate Process." Municipal
nvironmental Research Lab:)ratory, U.S. Environmental
rote i n
ency, Cincinnati, Ohio, D=cember 1983.
15.

"Gr:ou dwater Injection," Preceedings of 1984 !vnerican
rks Asscx::iation Technical Conference, I.as Vegas,

l

.

r

ay or' J. s.
1 83.

17.

T yl

18.

T. ylo ,

'

J.S.

"HB 450,

J.s.

"Speaking Out,

Kiss·mn
1

.

T

yl

"Potable Water Reuse,

.s .
K1ssinm

,

Overflow I Kissinmee I FL, Aug.

983, Overflow, Kissirrmee, FL.

June
II

Column in Overflow, Feb. 1984,

FL.

"Sp
I

II

II

king

t, n Column in Overflow, March 1984,

FL.

20.

Taylo , J.S., Snyder, B.R..

"THM Precursor Removal by the Magnesium
Ca
n t Pcocess, Final Repoct," 289 pages, EPA, Cincinnati,
OH, March 1984.

21.

w

22.

W ni

2 •

waniel i.st , M.P., Harper:-, H.H.

24.

wanielista, M•• , Harper, H.H., Kuo, S.S. "Botton Sediments Meginnis A.rrn, Lake Jackson, Final Report to Florida ~partment
nvironmental Regulation, Tallahassee, FL, Feb. 1984.

, M.P. "Swale ~sign Hydraulics Conference," hnerican
ty o Civil Engineers, University of Central Florida,
, FL September 22, 1983.
, M.P., Yousef, Y.A., Harper, H.H, Van de Graaff, L.
n ion for CUality Control," 19th Annual .?\merican Water
urc s Confer nee, San Antonio, TX, October 9-13, 1983.
"Urban Stor.mwater Designs," Public
\\Orks Confer:ence, Orlando, FL, May 1, 1984.

9

25.

Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P., Harper, H.H., Pearce, D.B., Tolbert,
R.D ... Best Management Practices - Removal of Highway
Contaminants by Roadside Swales," and final report submitted to
Florida ~prtment of Transportation, Contract No. 99700-7292,
193 pages, March 1984.

26.

Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P., Harper H.H., Christopher, T.G.
"Management of Drainage Systems f ran Highway Bridges for
Pollution Control, Published in the Transportation Research
Record Number 864, pp. 51-55, Transportation Research Board,
National Science Foundation, 1983.
11

Presentations
International Meetings
1.

Cooper, C.D., Dietz, J.D., Taylor, J.S., Flint, M.J., T<Xld., .R.
"Water Quality Characterization of an Eastern Coal Slurry," a
paper presented at the 2nd Conference on Municipal, Hazardous,
and Coal Wastes Management, Miami Beach, FL, I:ecember 5-7,
1983.

2.

Cooper, C.D., Manderson, M.C. "Phosphate Rock: The Elnerging \*brld
and Regional Supply and I:emand OJtlook into the Lat.e 1980's," a
paper presented at Phoshates - What Prospects fo:c Growth, an
Industrial Minerals International Meeting, Orlando, FL, ~c.
11-14, 1983).

3.

Hvitved-Jacobsen, T., Yousef, Y.A . and Wanielista, M.P. "Fate of
Algal Nutrients in Ponds Receiving Highway Runoff,"
International Symposium on Highway Runoff, Southampton,
England, September 6-'9 , 1983.

4.

Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P., Hvitved-Jacobsen, T. "Fate of Heavy
Metals in Sto:rmwater Runoff fran Highway Bridges,"
International Sym];X)sium on Highway runoff, Middlesex
Polytechnic, England, September 6-9, 1983.

5.

Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P., Hvitved-Jacobsen, T., Harper, H.H.
"Fate of Heavy Metals in Stormwater Runoff from Highway
Bridges," International SymI;XJsiLDTI on Highway Pollution,
Amsterdam, Holland, Sept. 7, 1983.

Regional MeetifX]S

L

Beck, B.F. .American Society Photogrammetry; Nov. 18, 1983 "Plans
and Directions -- The Florida Sinkhole Research Institute."

2.

:Beck, B.F. Hydrogeology & Gecmorphology for the .D::>ugherty Plain, GA
National Speleological Society Convention, June 27-July 1,
1983.

10

Th Flori
Sinkhole Research Institute, Its Forrnation &
Fl rida Karst Seminar, University of Florida, June 1,
, C.D., Dietz, J.D., Taylor, J.S., Flint, M.J., Todd, M.R.,
"Wat r Quali y Characterization of an Eastern Coal Slurry"
Municipal, Hazardous, and Coal Wastes Management Conference,
Miami Beach, FL.

r, H.H.
D2t ntion for ()uality Control," 19th Annual .American
W ter
sourc s Association Conference, San Antonio, TX,
Oc ober -13, 1983.

5.

11

6.

Har

7.

Ha

r, H.H., Yousef, Y.A., Wanielista, M.P. "Fate of Heavy Metals
in Stormwater Management Systems," International Symposilllll on
k a
s rvoir Management, Knoxville, TN, Oct. 19, 1983.
f

8.

Heavy Metals in Stonnwater Retention Basins,"
ngineering Seminar, University of Central
FL, Feb. 17, 1984.

va o Heavy M tals and Nutrients in Cetention
si e Swales," Florida Cepartrnent of Environmental
tormwater Training W:>rkshop, Leesburg, FL, May 25,

H

Treatment Around Lake Eola," Florida
f Environmental Regulation Storrnwater Training
esbur , L, May 26, 1983.

,

M.P., Yousef, Y.A. "Reuse of Water
Improvement of Reservoir Water Quality,"
Ybrks Association Annual Conference, Las
7, 1983.

0.

o

i

s, NV,
1.

Ha
Fn

12.

Ku

,

13.

u ,

14.

Ku ,

D. . , Tolbert, R.D. "Fate of Pollutants fran
·n Roa side Swales," 7th Annual Environmental
S udent Coriference, Gainesville, FL, May 21, 1983.

an

Time Effective on the Creep Rate of
Ice," Paper presentation for Third
Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
Mechanics and Properties of Ice, Feb. 1984.

lin

le

~tection

by Ground Penetrating Radar,"
t Ocala, FL, Sponsored Sinkhole Research
17, 1983.

Profiles by Ground Penetrating Radar," paper
t 48th Annual Meeting of the Florida Academy of
, M ch 30, 1984.
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15.

Kuo, S.S. "Application of Ground Penetrating Radar to the
Investigation of Subsurface Cavities and Stratifications,"
paper presentation at the American Public W:>rks Associ tion
1984 Convention & Equipnent Show, May 1984.

16.

Palmer, c. "Screening Methodology for the Selection of Urban Lakes'
Enhancement," International Symposium on Lake and Reservoir
Management, Knoxville, T , October 18-20, 1983.

17.

Taylor, J.S. "The Threat of Gr-ound-water Contamination to Florida's
Potable Water Aquifers," Sympositnn on Florida Hydr eolo;JY,
University of South Florida, May 6, 1983.

18.

Taylor, J.S. "Groundwater Injection," Proceedings of 1984 American
Water W::>rks Association, Technical Conference, Las Vegas, NV.

19.

Taylor, J.S. "Direct Injection of Wastewater," Florida State
American Water WJrks Association/Florida Pollution Control
Association Annual Technical Conference, Miami Beach, FL.

20.

Her, Jeff & Taylor, J.S. "GAC for Color, TOC, & THMFP Removal,"
Florida State American Water W:>rks Association/Florida
Pollution Control Association, Technical Confernce, Miami
Beach, FL, Oct. 27, 1983.

21.

Taylor, J.S. 11 HB 540," Natural Resources Cornnittee, Florida House
of Representatives, Tallahassee, FL, May 3, 1983.

22.

Taylor, J.S. "Potable Water Impact on SB 575, 0 ational Pesources
Carmittee, Florida Senate, Ta lahassee, Florida, June 983.

23.

Taylor, J. S. "Conmen ts on HB 540," Natural Resources Coomi t te ,
Florida House of Representatives, Dec. 6, 1983.

24.

Wanielista, M.P. "Lake <.:)Jality Enhancement for- the City of
Orlando," American Society of Civil Engineers F orida Section
Annual Meeting, Tallahassee, FL, September 8-10, 1983.

25.

Wanielista, M.P.
Swale ~sign Hydraulics Conference," American
Society of Civil Engineers/UCF, Orlando, FL, September 22,
1983.

26.

Wanielista, M.P. "Retention/Detention ~signs," Florida Department
of Transportation Symposium, Orlando, FL, February 8, 1984.

27.

Wanielista, M. P., Yousef, Y.A., Harper, H.H. "Hydrology/Hydraulics
of Swales," Vbrkshop on ({>en Channel and Culvert Hydraulics,
Orlando, PL, Sept. 23, 1983.

11
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D PARTMENT Of CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
SEMINARS, SPECIAL PRCGAAM.S, AND EMINENT SPEAKERS
1.

Carerira, Domingo. "Creek and Shrinkage Problems in Concrete
Structur s," March 27, 1984.

2.

Cheng, Franklin. "Computer Methods in Elastic and Inelastic Complex
Structures," April 20, 1984.

3..

Fagundo, Fernando.
1984.

4.

McCarty, Perry L. Movement and Fate of Organic Contaminant on
Groun water," Jan 26, 1984.

5.

Twelve (12) student speakers in the Environmental Engineering Graduate
Pr ram (Spri
Semester 1984.)

"Pre-Cast In-Place Fonnwork on Bridges,"
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March 20,

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING & ENVIRCX'-JMENTAL SCIENCES

ABSTRACTS OE' SPONSORED RESEARCH
TITLE:

A Computer-based Inventory of Recent Sinkhole
Occurences in Florida

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. B.F .. Beck

SPONSORING AGENCY:

FL/DNR State University System--STAR Program

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1620-007
ABSTRACT

This is a one year:- grant to canpile all the r:-eported records of
recent sinkholes in Florida into a centralized, computer-base data
n •
Records have been collected fr:-an county civil defense offices, water
management districts, the U.S. Geological Survey, the Florida LBp • o
Transportation and consulting engineers. Information which is being
stored includes date, lcx::ation and size of the sinkhole, site
characteristics, geology, groundwater conditions, weather, an triggering
mechanisms. This project will be canpleted June 30, 1984.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Impacts of Agricultural Management Systems on
Groundwater Recharge C)uality.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

DR. B.F. Beck

SPONSORING AGENCY:

U.S.D.O.A., SEA-AR

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1620-006

ABSTRACT
This grant is a continuation of a study relating land use practices,
geology, and physiography to groundwater quality in southwest Georgia.
Areas of high agricultural land use where the aquifer is near the surface
have been found to have elevated NO
concentrations in the groundwater.
Current sampling and analysis will d~tennine if additional contamination
moves to the
is occurring and will pinpoint the pathway by which NO
3
groundwater. Monitoring of seasonal variations in groundwater
quality,
groundwater level, and stLeam flow quality will allow us to calculate a
nitrate loading budget for this area and to predict future trends.
PUBLICATIONS:

Beck, B.F.; Asmussen, Loris; and Leonard, Ralph. "The
Relationship of GeolQJy, Physiography, Argicultural Land
Use, and Groundwater C)uality in an Area of Southwest
Georgia."
Submitted to Groundwater, 11/4/83.
* *

* * * * * *
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T 'LE:

PRI

S btack Software

IPAL

SPON ORING

INV~

TIGJ\TOR:

AGENCI~S:

GRANT NUMBER:

Dr,. W.E. Carroll, P.E.
U.S. Navy
20-2100-032

ABSTRACT
Conp ter so ware is being developed to process data available from
the 1 rk 81 ice Contee System aboard US Navy attack submarines.
Canpl t d une, 1984.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE·

Evaluation of the Pollution Control Effects of
a New Device for Paint Drying and Curing

p

Dr. C.D. Cooper, P.E.

V·" I

s

A

_,CY·

UMBER:

U. • Environmental Protection Agency and
American Electroplater's Society
28-1620-003
ABSTRACT

project is to evaluate the capability of the
estroy voe (solvent) emissions while drying and
spec 1 y designed oven. The device operates by
i tion by oxi ing of fuel gas on an exposed
s of th writing of this abstract, a welded steel
n esign
and constructed, all flow control and
nt has been constructed, and numerous tests on one
h ve be n run. Pr:-eliminary results show that solvent
ncy d cc ses with increasing air flow rate through
wever, at low aic flow rates, significant leakage of
offsetting the increased solvent destruction.

* * * * * * * *
· I'

LI·:

PRIN IPAL

S

Water Quality Characterization of a Coal Slurry
Pipeline Carrying Eastern Coal
INVl~STI

NSORING A

GHANT NUMB R:

" 1DRS:

~NCY:

Dr. C. D. Cooper, P. E.; Dr. J. D. Dietz, P .E.

u.s.-EPA
20-1620-003
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ABSTRACT

Current and projected use of coal has resulted in several pro,rx>sals
for coal slurry pipelines in the eastern part of the United States. It
is known that various pollutants will be leached Eran the coal into the
water during slurry transportation of coal. While several researchers
have reported on the water quality aspects of western coal slurries, less
work has been done with eastern coals. An experimental study at the
University of Central Florida (UCF) was canpleted in 1983 with a slurry
of 50 peroent eastern Kentucky coal and 50 percent water. Twenty nine
water quality parameters were measured as a function of pumping time in a
12 meter (40 ft) long, 2.54 an (1 inch) diameter pipe-loop constructed
for this study. Two runs were made with the coal-water system and two
more runs were made with the addition of a camnerical corrosion inhibitor
to the coal-water slurry.
Pulverized coal (naninally 2 perent sulfu~ and 15 percent ash) was
obtained from a neacby coal-fired p::>wer plant and transported to UCF in a
sealed 210 liter (55 gallon) drum. OCF tap water was added to create a
50 peLcent slurry, and the slurry ws loaded into the pipe-lcx:>p mixing
tank. The slurry was pumped for ten days, during which the tank was kept
well mixed and nitrogen blanketed. Samples were taken at 3 hou~s, 7
hours, and 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 days afteL the start of mixng.
By about the fourth day in the pipeline, most parameters had reached
equilibrium values. For the particular eastern coal used in this study,
the slurry filtrate exhibited higher sulfate concentrations and lower pH
values than would be expected fran a typical western coal. As expected
for this high-ash, medium-sulfur coal, sulfates, TDS, and conductivity in
the slurry filtrate started high and increased with time. Dissolved
oxygen quickly dropped to near zero. For this particular coal, in this
particular study, concentrations of several heavy metals were
substantial; but organics (TOC) were generally low (5-10 ~/L). Phen ls
and trihalanethane formation potential (THMFP) were very low {< 2 and <
35 ppb, respectively). Although the samples were consistent in any one
run, samples fran dif fer:ent runs of the "same" coal were significant y
different. The addition of a cor:r:osion inhibitor increase the
concentrations of several parameters, especially sulfates, TUS,
conductivity, and alkalinity.
Preliminary treatability studies were conducted on the ten-day
slurry decantate. Lime and alum treatments were conducted, and both
generally reduced the concentrations of dissolved metals and organics.
Lime treatment was moLe .effective for metals removal while alum treatment
was more effective for organics removal.
Based on this study and on previous studies r:eported in the
literature, it is concluded that eastern coals can be expected to behave
differently than western coals with eastern coal slurries generally
having higher sulfates and lower organics than western coal slurries.
However, each particular coal-water ccmbination is unique, and further
study is needed to characterize eastern coal slurries more canpletely.
E'urthermore, different samples of the "same" coal may result in
significant filtr:ate concentration dif Eerence for sane water quality
parameter:s requiring that several replications be made for each coal
slurry studied. Coal-water interactions require up to four or five days
in the pipeline to reach equilibrium. Coal-slurry waters will require
treatment at the receiving plant prior to re-use or discharge, and such
treabnent can be achieved with existing technology.

* * * * * * *
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T TL

Evaluation of New and Emerging Technologies in
the Metal Finishing Industry

PRIN IPAL INVES' !GATOR:

Dr. John D. Dietz, P.E.

SPONSORING AGF.:NT:

AES/EPA

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1620-002

ABSTRACT

This res arch effort is jointly funded by the Plnerican
later' s Society and the U.S. Environmental Protection _Agency to
y n ev lu e in a pre irninary manner new and emerging waste
techno
i s ·n the metal finishing industry. The study has
and anking oE candidate technol.OQ"ies with subsequent
thr
rocesses Eor detailed characterization via
ysis . The emerging technologies include:
1

1.

A nov 1 fi tration operation which incorporates a bouyant filter
i

.

for metal precipitation and cyanide
water reuse to attain zero liquid

batch

2 ..

, an
sm 11-scale

li u
s

i clu

is

f

isti lation system for recovery of solvents in
sal of spend solvents as a toxic material.

v lua ion criteria for the emerging processes will
pl' ab· ity , reliability, cost, and perfo.onance.

* * * * * * * *
Council for the Understanding of Technology and
Human Affairs

' ITL

PR. N Il?AL

S

NVK TI

NSORING A ENT :

T NUMB R:

TOR :

Dr . J .P. Hartman, P.E.
CITTHA

28-1610-001
ABSTRACT

Prep ra ion f ~eports on workshops and other activities for the
Counc i l for h Understanding of Technol()(Jy in Human Affairs (CUI'HA.).
Or . H rtman is
in mber f the Executive Committee of CUTHA and Program
Director for the Workshops which currently have a primary emphasis on
unproving t c hnolCXJiCal literacy in general education. Specific activity
this year involved the planning of a workshop to be held at the G.E.
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Corporate R&D Headquarter:s in Schenc t dy, NY, when= invite
repr:esentatives from 9 major univer:sities in the U.S. and C n a wi l
meet to hear presentations and discuss issues involved in technological
literacy in general education. Dr. Hartman is the WJrkshop Director.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Feasibility of Ground Penetrating Radar for the
of Subsurface Cavities

~tection

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. S.S. Kuo, P.E.

SFDNSORING AGENT:

UCF EIES

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1699-067
ABSTRA.C

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) identiEies subsurface Eeatures by
distinguishing materials with differ:ent dielectric constants an
electrical conductivities. To test the cav·ty detection ab.lity o f GPR,
subsurface cavities of varying size, shape and content ere
eled.
Radar res:ponse to the cavity models was found to be af Eecte by the
can{X>sition of the surrounding soil material, the depth of the
groundwater table, and the radar signal frequency.
Based on the knowledge gained fran the cavity modeling stu y, a
natural subsurface cavity was identified during a GPR field
investigation. Limestone features ~uch as bedding planes and fractures
were detected, and a lake bottom profile was also shown by the GPR
system.

* * *

*

* * * *

TITLE:

Reflection Pattern and Electrical Pcoperties of
Earth Matecial by Ground Penetrating Radar

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. S.S. Kuo, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT :

UCf DSR

GRANT NUMBER:

28-2000-172

ABSTRACT
By studying a continuous pattern of reElected signals an radar travel
time frau Ground Penetcating Radar (GPR), the subsurface features can be
delineated. The GPR identifies the features by distinguishing materials with
different dielectcic constants and conductivities. The dielectric constant
controls the pulse velocity and thickness of the medium. The conductivity
affects the penetration depth. The values of dielectric constant and
conductivity of earth material are difficult to estimate due to
non-homogeneity and other various factors. So far, only approximate values
are taken by most researchers.
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The obj c ' v of the research is to establish the standard reflected
ro
s from
r h materi ls. To acccrnplish this goal, a test model was
bui t a n kn n
at ures under varying conditions were created in the test
model. By cquiLing the radar data under known conditions, one can
confi ently assess the reflection patterns, and accurately determine the
values of dielectric constant and conductivity.

*

*

* * * * * *

TITLE :

Maintenance of D3vices to Improve Safety

p

IPAL INVESTIGATOR :

Dr. D.S. Leftwich, P.E.

s

ORI GAG""' T :

Florida

~partment

of Transportation

2 - 1620-008

UMB ..R :

ABSTRACT
n uct
in the Fall of 1983. A video tape and
on Maintenance of ~vices to Improve Safety. The
a session on the introduction of clear zone concepts.
was the main thrust of this study with the remaining
sessions (on safety features of highways) to cane from the
s· -y of F or.i a. The v'deo tape developed in this study will be
to hel maintenance per-sonnel better understand the safety
E x · st in an new highways . This in turn may he·lp to reduce
ic
t
·n th futur on Florida's highways.

* * * * * * * *
Evaluation of Trans_portation Models That Can Be
for: Use in Small Urban Areas.

TITLE :

Ado te

J?RI C PAL INVEST

s

OR

A ENT :

RANT NUM ER:

TOR :

DL . D• . Leftwich, P.E.
Division of Sponsored Research
28-2000-132
ABSTRACT

dudng the surrroer of 1983 and is to be
E 1984. This study involved the developnent
tion th
helps to c duce costs in Urban Transpor-tation
Pl nn'ng
Th - esc 1 ti ng costs of origin and destination surveys
combin d with th n ntr nsE rable models mandate a refined set of
or: e uat"on for small urban areas that are transferable to help
travel patterns. Equations that can be adapted for use in any
n rea will substantially increase work output of a
transport tion plan and reduce the cost. The data for this research is
provided fran sm 11 urban areas. These urban areas range in size fran
10 , 000 o 32, 000 in population.. A reduction in cost and response time in
transport tion planning in a small urban area are the benefits to be
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derived frcxn this research. Cost reductions could be reduced by 100%
since there is no need for an origin or destination survey. Response
time could be increased £rem 6 rronths to 1 year by having available an
applicable mojel for use in transportation planning. This would be
possible since individual models for each separate small urban area would
not have to be derived.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Construction Site I::esign:
Approach

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'JDOR:

Dr. W.E. Rcx1riguez-Ramos

S.PONSORING AGENT:

UCF/DSR

GRANT NUMBER:

28-2000-136

An Analytical

ABSTRACT
~veloµnent of a technique to assist construction mana ers in
planning the arrangement of supportive facilities within the co struction
site using quantitative approaches. The prooedure will potentially
produce a large increase in efff iciency that would decrease the cost of
large construction projects. Canputer Graphics images of the layouts
were 9enerated.

Publications:

1.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E., "More on Construction Site
layout Cost Reduction," U.P.A.D.I., approved for
publication, March 1984 (copy available fr
the
author).

2.

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E., and Francis, R.L., "Singe
Crane location Optimization, 0 A.S.C.E. Journal of
Construction En9ineering and Management, Vol, 109,
4, D=cember 1983.

3.

Rodri,g uez-Ramos, W. E., and Bauer, C .s., "The
Canputer-Aided cesign Lalx>rabories at the University
of Central Florida, ° C .A.E.D.M., Approved for
publication, March 1984.

4.

Rcx:liguez-Ramos, W.E., Construction Site I:esign 2nd
Ed., The Construction Industry Institute, Inc.,
Orlando, FL.

* * * * * * * *
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o.

T

TU~:

Construction Cost Estimating Using an
Electronic Spreadsheet Format on the Rainbow
100 and the VAX/VMS Systein

PR INC I PAL

INVt-~S'I I GATOR:

Dr. W.E. Rodriguez-Ramos

s

Federal Construction Company

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1620-005
ABSTRACT
application of construction cost estimating using an
ocmat in the Rainbow 100 and the VAX/VMS System.
rformed in constcuction cost estimating
is us d to readily investigate the cost of
ls nd equipment combinations. The user can
ntity take-off canputations to fit the
ur s.

Pub

c

on :

ri ez-Ramos, W.E., "Construction Estimating with
ulti-Plan," UCF Construction Research Report #7,
University oE C ntral Flori a, Submitted to Federal
ns
ction Canpany, April 1984.

* * * * * * * *
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C puter-Assiste Preliminary Design for
Drinking W ter Treatment Systems

PRI

V
., A E

NU

R:

' I

r:

fOR:

r. Ro
U.S.

rt Snith, P.E.
nvironmental Protection Agency

20-1620-004
ABSTRA

T

will estimate performance
or more of 27
sign subroutines will be developed. The
iagram including process names and
The r w water stream vector, cost factors,
ls ar
ls supplied but default values are
stim ting data and canputational logic are
Currently, the program is operational with 12
subr utin
canpl ted. Design programs for an
~~,,~.~.c·~s hav
be n written and these will be inserted into
logic is anpleted. Design procedures for the
plet
Five quarterly reports have been
date f r the project is October 3, 1984.

* * * * * * * *
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TITLE:

THM Removal by Magnesium Carbonate Pc

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGt\'IORS:

Dr. J.S. Taylor and Prof. B.R. Snyder

SRJNSORING AGENT:

Envir-onmental Protection Agency

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1620-002

ess

ABSTRACT
This project was funded through a cooperative agreement among the
City of Melbourne, UCF and the EPA with the objectives of evaluating the
magnesium carbonate process for THM precursor removal. Major findings
fran the research were:
(1) THMFP and TIX: removal during coagulation
could be optimized by optimizing color removal during coagulation, (2)
continued reuse of magnesium decreased coagulation efficiency, (3) TOC,
THMFP and color removal increased for normally recycled magne itnn as
coagulation pH and dose increased, (4) ozone or c10 was not effective
2
for THMFP reduction (5) developnent of models that pre icted THMFP and
Cl residual as function of chlorine dose, TIX::, PH, temperature an time,
2
(6J a GAC pilot plant was operated for 473 days and showed that a GAC
facility in Melbourne could not be effectively used for THMFP removal,
but could be used to control color, and (7) a change from chlorine to
chloramine disinfection produced the highest drinking water quality
(lowest Tenn THM, highest disinfectant residuals and lowest bac erial
counts) ever obtained at Melbourne. This cooperative agreement was
concluded on March 31, 1984, supported seven gcaduate students and
several undergraduate students.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Cost and Performance Ev luation of In-Plant
Trihalomethane Contra Techniques

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. J.S. Tayloe

SPONSORING AGENT:

EPA

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1620-005
ABSTRACT

This project was initiated by a $325,000 cooperative agr- . . cment
between UCF and EPA on September 15, 1983 and will continue until
September 15, 1985. It involves developing new techniques for
controlling Trihalcrnethanes (THMs), (carcinogens), in drinking water for
sites serving less than 75,000. Sever-al potential sit s were
investigated as possible locations for pilot plant or Eull scale
demonstrations of new technology for THM control. Sites selected were
Venice, Florida, Village oE Golf, Florida, ACME Improvement District,
Loxahatchee, Florida, and Lee County,. New technologies to be
investigated include polyvalent aluminum chloride (PACl) as a primary
coagulant or coagulant aid, low and high pressure membranes, and

22

flotation.
pr cu.cs r

A ditional y the existing processes will be optimized for THM
c<:n val by bench scale and process modifications. Bench work

will begin ·n the summer oE 1984. Parameters measured besides THMs will
includ color, total orgnaic halogens ('IDX), and total organic carbon
(TOC)

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Bottan Sediments - Meginnis Ann, lake Jackson

PRINCIPAL INVEST GATORS:

Martin P. Wanielista, Harvey H. Harper,
Shio-San Kuo

SPO SORI

AG .. NT:

Florida I:epartment Environmental Regulation

R:

21-1620-006

T NUM

ABSTRACT
i vest·gations were conducted to determine the

c c

f ect of bottan sediments on water quality in
Jackson. Isolation chambers were established with
both ope
n clos
bottons along with sediment inactivants to reduce
r trient loa ings due to sediment exchange.
It was shown that the
s · im nts contr.bute significantly to the nutrient budget of the
over ying waters whic results in increased algal production. This
nutrient rel . se fr:
the sediments was shown to be inhibited by
lL.un.
Dredging processes were shown to increase nutrient
ions in the water column considerably for a period of several
by increases in algal productivity. Disposal of dredged
ound to be a problem since runoff waters contained gross
water uality standards for PH, turbidity, alkalinity and

c

. nd

r

ginnis

k

ne raLing rad r was also used to profile the depth and
c n oucs of s imen deposits. Sediments were found to consist of loose
i 1 e s nd with organics and silt that overlays a rnedilnn dense fine sand
with clay and sil . Evi ence was found of accunulations in cer:-tain areas
as a resul o
,[)Osition from suspended solids carr:-ied by storrnwater.

* * * * * * * *

·r ITLE:
PRINC PAL

Best Management Practices - Removal of Highway
Contaminants by Roadside Swales, Final Report
INV,..~STIGATORS:

Yousef A. Yousef, Marcin P. Wanielista, Harvey

H. Harper, D.B. Pearce, and R.D. Tolbert
S

NSORING AGENT:

GRANT NUMBER:

Florida cepartment of Transportation
21-1620-004
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ABSTRACT

Swales are designed to be aesthetically pleasing gr-ass hannels that
are used for management of highway runoff. Their hydraulic efficiencies
are based on their ability to infiltrate and percolate stormwater.
However, the water quality and fate of pollutants transported through the
swales are not known, and pollutant removal efficiences, based on quality
considerations, have not been determined. Therefore a series of
experiments were designed to study pollutant concentrations and mass
balances during flow through swales under a controlled environment. A
continuous flow of simulated highway runoff was allowed to flow over the
experimental area of a swale at the Maitland Interchange and I-4 site and
at the EPCOT Interchange site. These experiments were designed to assist
in answering sane of the following questions.
1. Are swales efficient in phosphorus and nitr-ogen removal fran
stormwater runoff? It. they are, to what extent and for- how long do they
retain those nutrients?
2 Are swales efficient in removal of heavy metals from highway
runoff? If they are, to what extent and for how long o they retain
those metals? Also, are there different aEf inities for ifferent meta s
and under what conditions are these metals released?
3. Is it possible to develop design considerations based on
pollutant removal eff iciences?
It is concluded that a general design approach based on quality
considerations can be developed and recomnendations for swale esign
stated.
*

re,

* * * * * * *

TITLE:

Fate of Heavy Metals in Stonnwater Runof -

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS:

Yousef A. Yousef, Martin P. Wanielista,
T. Hvitved-Jacobsen, and Harvey H. Harper

SPONSORING AGENT:

florida Daparbnent of Transportation

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1620-005
ABSTRACT

Pollutants associated with runoff water form highway br:-idges located
in Central Florida, USA, were characte~ized and quantified. These
pollutants are directly discharged through scupper drains to adjacent
water bodies and floodplains or detained in i;x>nds before being released
to lakes and streams. Runoff water contains heavy metals such as lead,
zinc, copper, chranium, iron, nickel and cadmium which concentrate in
adjacent soils and biota.
It appears that soil systems are efficient in removing heavy metals
from highway bridge runoff. It is suggested that bridge drainage be
directed towa:l'.}dS retention/detention ponds or floodplains and direct
drainage of bridges in water bodies beneath them should be avoided as
much as possible. This paper summarized several studies conducted by the
University of Central Florida for the Florida Cepartment of
Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration, U.S.A.

* * * * * * * *
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Management of Dt:"ainage Systems for Highway
Br.dges for Pollution Control
PRIN IPAL INV S'ff
SPON ORIN

T

AGENT:

UMBER.

TORS:

Yousef A. Yousef, Martin P. Wanielista, Harvey
H. Harper, and James E. Christopher
Florida L'epartrnent of Transportation
21-1620-009
ABSTRACT

with runoff water from highway bridges were
uantified. TI!ese pollutants are directly discharged
r ·ns to adjacent water bcxjies and flcxxlplains or
s befor being r:-eleased to lakes and streams. Selected
.~ lead, zinc, copper, chranium, iron, nickel, and
r ic
r c ncern because of their potential enrichment
~h w sign'E'cant differences in heavy metal
w en w ter- samples f ran bridge runoff and adjacent
tt
sediment samples fran Lake Ivanhoe, north of
, Fl ri a, collect
beneath bridges with scupper drains showed
ntly hi h r concentrations of heavy metals than did samples
ben
h bri es without scupper drains. In addition,
ti ns of he vy metals in the sediments of detention ponds
_ ir-ainage were higher than concentrations in sediments
l k s.
t ppe s that management and careful design
hi hw y bridg
rainage systems could result in
the amount of pollutants released to adjacent

* * * * * * *
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DEPAR1MENT C (VIL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL

CH..NCES

ABSTRACTS OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH
~neri~an

TITLE:

Historic

Engineering Record - Florida

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR:

Dr. J.P. Harbnan, P.E.
ABSTRACT

Informal inventory of historic engineering works in Florida
continues, and talks on Historic Engineer hbrks in Flori a are made
throughout the State. Talks on American Engineering Heritage and History
are also given. Additional engineer/industrial works within the State
are being sought ..

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

The Effects of Science and Technology on
flnployment

PRINCIP_.l\L INVESTIGA.'IDR:

Dr. R.D. Kersten, P.E.
ABSTRACT

The Principal Investigator has devised a dynamic model of engineer
manpower demand based on the following parameters: (a) importance of
technology (interpreted as the nwnber of engineers}, (b) disposable
~esources of society, and
(c) the ratio of the R & D expenditures to the
GNP. This model has been verified/authenticated using U.S. Census ata
for "technical engineers" for the period 1870-1980, tracks actual
engineer demand in the 1970's and serves to give projections of future
demand based on the econonic indicators assLDned.
~velopment of a canplementary model for engineeri g man{X)wer supply
is of current interest. This model should utilize as input (feedback)
the output from the demand mcdel. Effects to be included (studied)
include (a) job (task) definition (b) degree pLoductivity (c)
imigration (d) inflow/outflow from engineering specializations (e)
econcxnic indicators and (f) indust~ial and econcmic developnent. Four
publications have been presented in prior years. Effort is continuing in
connection with the Florida cepartment of Corrmerce Advisory Committee
related to developnent of high technolCXJY strategy for Florida. Invited
speaker at NSF High Tech 1984 Conference in Orlando

*

*

* * * * * *
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TI' Lb:
!UN

~coromic

PAL INVE:ST GA'lDR:

t::evelopnent and Technology Transfer

Dr. R.D. Kersten, P.E.
ABSTRACT

nv sti ation o c pe~ tive arrangements to deliver educational
rv·c s, ~ tension s~tvices, research related to indigenous problems in
< E
nl ncing conanic developnent in less developed
c'f'c mphasis relate to (1) better utilization of
s (es cially evelopnent of .r;x::>table water supplies),
n w energy sources (especially "mini" hydroelectric
creation of new enterp~ises. Thus primary interest must
c st technology, or as frequently tenned,
y"
technology." Review of sensitive
or.
a spectrum of alternatives, providing
L
nition of political, econanic, and
s n ial in the use of engineering in meeting
hr
pub ications, one thesis and one research
pri< r years. Site visits to Guatemala (1)
prior years. Current effort relates to
r supply for Isle de la Gonaives, Haiti.
k

r

* * * * * * *

Labo -a ( y Equ iµnent Needs in Engineering
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Educat · n
PRI

L

Vf. ST

'A'

R:

Dr.

• D. K

s ten,

P. E •

ng are cooperating in a small pilot

oE merit" regarding instructional
objective is to develop several data
vs. tim for a pilot group of schools
canrlexity, research activity, number of
Analysis of inventory and annual expenditure
up of sch ls has been canpleted. The final
in
pt mber 1983. Presentations of information
dy we
m de to (a) NSP Annual Meeting (Qnaha};
I' An u..: l M tin;J (Boe Rat n);
(3) U.S. House of
·v , C
· t
n Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs; and (d)
r. .~n c iv s Corrrnittee on Science and Technology. Two
yc.:::ar.s.
NS:

Equipnent Factor.: A Review, Proceedings,
Conferences, New England

* * * *
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TITLE:

Investigation of Foundation Cracks
Bridge in St. Petersburg

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. S.S. Kuo, P.E.
Governor's Appointed Panel Member

E

kyway

ABSTRACT
'Ihe interiors of the foundation Piers lS and lN of Sunshine Skyway
Bridge which is currently under construction were found to have sane
hairline cracks. Water is seeping thro gh in some of the cracks.
Preliminary investigation indicates that the cracks are seen to be
shrinkage cracks. For the pour:-s of such foundation (8 to 16 feet), the
cracks seem normal. There is no evidence to indicate any structural
significance for any of the cracks observed. It is recarrn nde that the
foundations should be reinspected when construction of the ma·n span
superstructure is canpleted. Also, the cracks should be monitore an
strain gauges being placed on the wall and ceilin to rnoni or the
structural stress induced in the concrete dur·n the remaind r of the
construction.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Single Crane Optimization:
Approach

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. W.E. Rodriguez-Ramos

A

Graphical

ABSTRACT

Development of a mathematical prescriptive model to establ.sh the
optimal location of a ccane within a construction site. TI1e objective
function of the model is the minimization of the total transportation
cost between construction supportive facilities that were serviced by the
crane. The technique considers radial and angular movement for
construction materials. A simple graphical procedure was t_sted on
several Central Florida construction sites.
PUBLICATIONS:

.Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E., and Francis, R.L., S'ngle Crane
Location Optimization: A Graphical Approach, 0 Journal of
the Construction Division, ASCE, Vol. 109., No. 4,
~cember 1983.
11

Rodriguez-Ramos, W.E., Construction Site Design, The
Construction Industry Institute, Inc. Orlando, FL, 1982
(copy available from author).
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ABSTRAC'I!::i

TITLI'. . :

OF MASTER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS & THESES
astewater Characterization and Treatability for an
astern Coal Slurry
rk J.

D DAT .. •
f A:. UL'I

AD

SO

lint

. David Cooper-, P. E.

D

ABSTRACT

ter:- character·zation study was performed on an
ry after a 10-day circulation period in a 40
pipeline. 'Ihe resulting wastewater was settled
l lime an alum treatability studies.
w r ch rac erized by high Ta:>, conductivity,
n · c ncen rations of a number of trace
, organics were very low. Wastewater
-ably non s veral experiments and was presumed to
properties of the coal and the addition of a
major treatment concern was removal of high
n anes , and trace metals if wastewaters were
to eE ectively remove iron, magnesium,
als form coal slurry wastewaters. Alum
.ably less effective for metals removal;
iv~ in . moving organics, color and
E
corr sion inhibitor was found to reduce
h lim
nd (.lum tc atment. Several alternative
w tees base on predicted water
e

*
l

lie~

* * * * * * *

tion o - C puter Modeling to Estimate Air
n on ~ntrations in Central Florida Research

<

DID TE:
FA U TY

l VI.

rut a 11 h

' ri

C. Davi

AB 'TRACT
MOBILE2 AND PAL were utilized to
emissions nd concentrations due to traffic to
i
Res rch Park. Since the Park is under
no a tual existing data. Generally accepted
were adopt
to estimate traffic flow used for the
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Sensitivity analyses were conducted on the results, and it was found
that changing the number of lanes for the r-oads - with different volumes
of traffic on each lane - does not change the results significantly. But
changing the dimensions of area sources (the parking lots in this study)
did change the results. 'IhereEore, accurate dimensions of those area
sources are important to an accurate model.
For areas with prevailing wind directions, long rectangular parking
lots can be designed with their lengths perpendicular to the wind
direction to get low pollutant concentrations.
The results indicate that the carbon monoxide concentrations
generated by vehicles in the Research Park will be within the .Ambient Air
O-iality Standards for all cases studied.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Granular Activated Carron Pilot Plant Eor the Remova
Color:-, TOC and THMFP 11

CANDIDATE:

Jeffrey L. Herr

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E •.

11

ABSTRACT
As part of an Environmental Protection Agency grant to re uce the
trihalomethane concentration in the Melbourne1 Florida drink'ng water, a
granular activated carbon (GAC) plant was operated for approximately 1
year. Four GAC pilot plant systems were operated in parallel each
treating a different influent. Raw water, coagu ate , settled an
filtered water, filtered water with ozone pretreatment, an filtered
water with chloride dioxide pretreabnent were pum_ped through the
individual systems.
Influent and effluent concentrations of various pollutants w r~
monitored regularly throughout the study. The raw water GAC system
showed rapid breakthrough for color, total organic carbvn (TCX:) and
trihalcmethanes (THM's). It was concluded that GAC tr atment of raw
water was inefficient and would require enormous quantities of GAC. The
three coagulated, settled, and filtered water systems showed little
variation in the removal of color, 'TOC and THMFP. For this reason, ozone
and chloride dioxide would not be useful in increasing the remova of
pollutants from the Melbourne water. The most attractive use of GAC was
evident with the coagulated, settled and filter-ed w ter.. At no time
during the study did the effluent concentrations approach the influent
concentrations of the three major pollutants. In addition, the
theoLetical capacity of the GAC based on batch studies was exceeded
significantly. It ap~ars biological growth was present within the
activated carbon and is aiding the GAC with pollutant removal. With
biolo;Jical activation, carbon usage rates could be significantly reduced,
thus making the GAC alternative economically feasible.

* * * * * * * *
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TTL~:

App ication of Ground Penetrating Radar to the
I tection of Subsurface Cavities

CA DID T :

Gary L. Kuhns

FACULTY ADVI'O

Dr. Shiou-San Kuo, P.E.
ABS RACT

Ra ar (GPR) identifies subsurface features by
rials with ifferent dielectric constants and
uctivit. s. Subsurface cavities can therefore be detected
heir elec rical properties from the electrical
un in material. To test the cavity detection
rf ce cavities of varying size, shape and content
sponse o the cavity mcxlels was found to be
ion of the surrounding soil material, the depth
he radar signal frequency.
from the cavity modeling study, a natural
d during a GPR field investigation.
ing planes and fracutres were mapped, and
was obtained by the radar system.
k

T f...:
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* * * * * * *

Dynamic Analysis of Plane Frame

Z hr

1 l ekrna

ni

Dr • Wayne . . • Ca rr-o 11 , P. F.; •

ABSTRACT
s a c puter program package for dynamic response
finite el ment approach.
th
h s been used for generating the stiffness
cob· me h
solves the eigen system in the free
raphic system presents the natural modes of
h res ns , two methods are selected:
t integration with Wilson-0 modification. In
subjected load can be any arbitrary dynamic
m l~ive xt rnal nodal force in any direction and on any
wi ·hin the stru
re of an effective load which results
l r., t: n (ear hquake) •
run 1 pr bl m of
simple framed building structure is
p oblem gives the details of canputer program
re cnted computer program is written in BASIC
r

*

* *

*
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TITLE:

Highway Runoff and Sediment Control

CANDIDATE:

Susanna H. Rehmann-Koo

FACOLTY

ADVISOR:

Dr. Martin P. Wanielista, P.E.
ABSTRJ\CT

A literature survey was conducted on the erosion and se imentation
process and techniques for control. Erosion and sediment control
techniques were found to be very site specific. Several techniques are
analyzed for their maintenance and operation requirements, construction
costs, and effectiveness in quantity and quality control.
One technique, namely swale blocks or berms, was designed an
constructed to illustrate cost and effectiveness. resign aids were
developed for various berm heights and highway slopes as a function of
berm spacing for typical highway cross-sections to aid in the design of
swale blocks. Construction costs were estimate for the berms a
retention/detention facilities. 'lhe berms were constructed in swales
along a roadway on the campus at the University of Central Florida to
detennine their hydraulic and pollution control effectiveness for this
particular design. During storm events, the swale block system was
monitored by collecting grab samples which were analyzed for total
suspended solids (TSS) and total dissolved solids (TDS). Also, rainfall
and runoff volLDnes were measured. D..lring the time of investigation,
there was no runoff recor-ded over the berm.s, therefore, for the s orms
sampled, the swale blocks are considered to be one-hundred pcecent
efficient for runoff and sediment control.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Feasibility of Graywater Systems for the Florida
Envirorunent

CANDIDATE:

Joseph L. Tessitore

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Yousef A. Yousef, P.E.
ABSTRACT

'Ihe objective of this report was to study the existing literature
and data of residential graywater tr-eatment and disposal systems and
their possible applications and envirorunental impacts in Florida. The
report addresses mainly (1) the definition of graywater quantity and
quality, (2) the evaluation of proposed graywater treatment systems for
possible reuse and disposal, (3) the impact of r:-esidential graywater
systems on existing and proposed wastewater- treatment plants, and (4) the
possible impacts on groundwater and surface water envirornnent. The
report also presents sane preliminary residential graywater treatment and
disposal system designs including expected tr:-eatment efficiencies and
cost. It should be cautioned that the proposed designs and efficiencies
are based on limited oper:-ational or test data, and a great amount of
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ob · · n j (oc t; lackw Le r sept i.c tanks. Pinal ly, it
-dditional labJratory, field and operational testing is
required to evalua e system design parameters and possible environmental
impacts for the loci a Environmental.
fi

L

i ··
,end
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* * * * * * * *
TlTLE:

The Sirnluation and Water Quality Characteristics of a
Coal Slurry Involving Eastern Coal

CANDIDA E:

Michael R. Todd

ACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. C. David Cooper, P.E.
ABSTRACT

characteristics of a coal slurry were found to
in upon the coal used and the use of a corrosion
-water interactions were evaluated in a pilot-plant
ipe ine. Pu . verized coal from eastern Kentucky and
u ied n pumped through a 40 foot (12.2 m) pipe loop
urry samples were collected at 3 hours, 7 hours, 1 day,
days and 10 days fran the start of a run. The samples
anlyzed for 29 water quality parameters, including 15
w e performed without adding a corrosion inhibitor and
cfoo
with the addition of a corrosion inhibitor.
slu ry f. t a e contained high levels of sulfates, total
uct'vi y, acidity, iron, magnesium, manganese, lead
r ppe initially, depending upon the percent
e
kal'nity in the slurry, but returned to 6-7
pipeline. Metal concentrations were a function of
ct
solubi ities. Organics in the filtrate were at
litic n of a c rrosion inhibitor increased the
p r-amelers.

* * * * * * * *
,. ITLE:

DI
FACULTY ADV SO

Tr-ansformation of Nitrogen in Highway Runoff
Man g~ nt Systems
Ro

rt D. Tolbert

Dr.,

Yousef A.

~ouse E

ABSTRACT

'Ih o r tion and m intenance of highways contributes a variety of
lut n s o sur ce nd subsurface waters. Solids, nutrients, heavy
m tals, 0·1 t nd greas , pesticides and bacteria can all be associated
with highway runoff. Although the full extent of the effect of all of
these runoff con tituents upon the quality of surrounding waters is not
well defined, this study will mainly concentrate on nutrient contaminants
(ess nti lly nitrogen).
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1he last decade has seen increasing efforts in reseaLch and
development to abate contaminant discharges from highway runoff using a
number of treatment facilities such as retention/detent·on basins, swales
ahd wetland systems. An evaluation of the effectiveness of these systems
in removing nitrogen by physical, chemical and biolCX]ical uptake is the
aim of this research endeavor. This information could prove invaluable
in an ovecall assessment of the effectiveness of highway runoff treabnent
systems.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Stormwater Letention System with Effluent Filtration

C...l\NDIDATE:

Linda M. Van de Graaf f

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Martin P. Wanielista, P.E.

ABSTRACT
The growing concern for water quality enhancement of our surface
waters has led to changes in detention facility design. Providing a
filter media for the effluent water to travel through before discharge
into the environment has become an area of interest. Thus, detention
facilities may be used for l:x:>th water quality and quantity control.
Different soil medias were studied for the .[X>tential of pollutant
removal and infiltration rates usable in design work. Both laboratory
and field experimentation were performed.
A canputer program was performed to examine filter media and to
indicate the advisability of designing a canbination of detention ponds
and berms.

* * * * * * * *
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DEPAR M N'IM NT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND CC»'IMUNICATION SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT REPORT
h, irman:

Acti

Facu ty:

Robert L. Walker
M.A. Belkerdid, E.E •. Erickson, P. Gatt, R.C. Harden,
M.G. Har-r:-is , A.H. Litka, D.C. Malocha, R.L. Martin,

B.E. Mathews, R.N. Miller, B.W. Patz, B.E. Petrasko,
R.L. Phillips, R.W .. Radloff, S.M. Richie, F.O. Simons,
H.C. Towle, R.L. Walker, R.A. Walters
1 ctrical
f
nty

ngineering and Camnunication Sciences Deparbnent
culty members during the 1983-84 year. One hundred
en
nts
24 B.S.E. and M.S. students obtained degrees in
-Vs
t:"
; an 3 h.D. students successfully completed the first
offer-ing of Ph.D. Qualifying Exam in the EECS pr-ogram (two canpleted
heir
kin Au us 1984).
c

the

nro
pri
Tea

nu t increase with 912 students in attendance in
(493 in Surrmer Term and 861 in Fall).
research functions were aided by the corrmibnent of over
lalx:>ratory equipnent and computer hardware and software.
stro . ly apparent in the micro-processor course (assemblycarcming), in the micro-waves laboratory, in canputer
ui 11ent,, in the micr-o-electronics laboratory (aided again by
qui
nt by Martin Marietta and by Harris
he ptical ccrrrounications lab. Further, a new course
t h s
in Radio-frequency Ccxnmunications, and over
tion.

$400,.0 0 i

continue to improve course sequences in
unications, in optical electronics, and in
p lica ions. The next generation of courses in VI.SI
p[
out, but so far the hardware and software to
k fas not been acquired. In the meantime, this
[ eating closely with the Computer Science _people in
ney canes in from industrial sponsors, and
im industrial affiliates have been secured. These finns
st m unt of mon y to one or more research areas, not for a
me ely t
ssist in the \.X)rk. They are repaid with
back on the work's progr-ess, chances to visit the labs and
faculty an gr-aduate student researchers, and other intimate
the Lesearch going on.

i l rese r-ch

pr

T chnica paper.s written by the faculty, presentations at
conf r. nces, worksh ps, and tutorials and other scholarly activity of the
aculty ar retorted 1 ter here. In addition, many of the faculty are
c ive in s rv·ce r-ol s i.n the canmunity: attending Career I:l:iys at
junior and senior high schools, advising on science-fair projects, and
interviewing students for college admission.
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Dr. Walker is president of the Board of Trustees, Cape Canavera ·
Hospital. Drs. Phillips and Walters serve on the Ccmnittee on Physical
Science of the John Young Science Museums. IX. Petrasko and Dr.
Belkerdid are members of the Telecarmunications Task Force for the
Florida Joint Legislative Corrmittee on Electronic Data Processing.
Faculty have also made presentations at public schools in the Orlando
area.
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Bc>oks and Mon
1.

Walt.ecs , R.A., et. al. Calibration Handbook : Ionizing Radiation
Measuring Instruments, (Department of ~fense Calibration
Co::n:dinating Group), July 1983, 55,Q pages.

ar , A.R . and Walters. R.A. "Spacially Sampled Multiaperture
Lens S nsor, Proceedings of the Topical Meeting on
Gra ient-In ex g;:>tical Imaging Systems, Optical Society of
America , Monterey , CA, April 1984.

Ba

lker id , M.A., Linton , D.G. and Whitehouse, G.E. "Estimating the
Reli bi ity o C llula~ Rad·o Corranunication Systems Using
imul io s, 6th National and International Conference for
Compu .s, Orlan o , FL, March 1984.

2.

3

raphs

Bel

. A . , alocha , D. C. and Richie, S .M. "A General Analysis
. A. • 3- Phase Unidirectional Transducers," IEEE Sonics and
asonics Symposium Proceedings, Atlanta, GA, October 1983.
,

Har e , R . C., Herrrneclein, M.A. and s·mons, F.O., Jr. "A Novel Idea
icro-pr essor Based Simulator Training," s.c.s.
oclfok , VA , April 1984.
H

an

Simons, F . O., Jr . ..An Optimized Program for
Hi lee Or ec Folynanials on the HP-41," American
o
ngin ering &iucation National Conference,
r., NY, June 1983.

• , Simons,
. O. , Jr. and Smith, C. "The Evaluation of
Qu n izin EEfe ts n the Frequency Response of Digital
il cs, " Pi t bucgh Modeling and Simulation Conference,.
Pitts ur h , PA, Apcil 1984.

6.

H

7.

Kell

8.

Wa tet:'s, R.A. "Random Effects on Multiple
Mathews, B. E.
Elem
nt Density, 0 Proceedings of IEEE National
A. rtu
nd Electronics Conference,. 466-468, May 1983.

9.

M thews, B.E. nd Walters, R.A. "Apposition Multiaperture Optical
Systems Opecating in Signature and Pseudo Space," Proceedings
of IEEE National Aecospace and Electronics Conference, 469-473,
May 1983.

lips , R.L. and Walters, R.A. "Multiple Aperture
Apertuce Optical Imaging System Ccxnparisons for
tion Probability and Resolution, .. Proceedings of
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference,
May 1983.
Ph·
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10. Miller, R.N. "Computer Controlled Systems," Flori a Irrigation
Society Annual Conference, Sebring, FL, June 1983.
11. Walters, R.A.

nRooot Vision Using Spacial Sensor Systems,
Proceedings IEEE Southeastcon, Louisville, KY, April 1983.
II

"Conments on Multiaperture ~tical Sensor Systems,"
Proceedings of the Limits of Passive Imaging W:lrkshop, ERIM
165800- 1- F, May 1983.

12. Walters, R.A.

Other Scholary Vbrks
l.

Bishop, C.D. and Miller, R.N. "Experiments in Electrical Devices
and Systems," Laooratory Manual Published by U.C.F. BoJkstore,
Orlando, FL, January 1984.

2.

Cook, D., Hill, K. and Fetrasko, B.E. 'Report of Teleccrrmunications
Task Force," to Florida Joint Legislative Carmittee on EDP,
Tallahassee, FL, June 1983 .

3.

Gatt, P. and Patz, B.W. "Blend Region," Naval Training Equi ent
Center Report, Grant 20-2100-061, Orlando, FL, July 1983.

4.

Gatt, P. "Display to Camera Techniques," M.S. thesis, University of
Central Florida, Orlando, FL, April 1984.

s.

Malocha, D.C. and Richie, S.M. "Three-phase Unidirectional Surface
Acoustic Wave Transducer and Computer Aided I:esign
Implementation," University of Central Florida, Engineering and
Industrial Experiment Station Report, Orlando, FL, August 1983.

6.

Malocha, D.C. and Richie, S.M. "Computer Aided ~sign of
Bidirectional S.A.W. Transducers,." University of Central
Florida Engineering and Industrial Experiment Station Report,
Orlando, FL, March 1984.

7.

Marshall, A. and Towle , H.C., et. al. "Simulated Tank Gunnery
System (STAGS-T)," Naval Training Equipnent Center, Orlando,
FL, May 1983.

8.

Petrasko, B.E. "'Digital Communications," final report for
NASA-Kennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral, FL, November 1983.

Presentations
1.

Cook, D., Hill, K. and Petrasko, B.E. "Telecommunications Issues,"
Governor Bob Graham and Cabinet, Tallahassee, FL, November
1983.

2.

Litka, A. and Walker, R.L. "Photovoltaic ~rkshop, 11 Florida Solar
Energy Center, Cape Canaveral, FL, August, 1983, December 1983,
April 1984.
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skt>, ILi·:. "Telec01rmunic Lions in the State ot florida,"
~ min r on N tworking Standards and Security, Orlando, FL, June
983.

L

Pel

4.

Petrasko, B.E.

"Telecanmunications in the State of Florida," Harris
Corporation, Advanced Comnunications Division, Melbourne, FL,
November 1983.
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Af3STRACrs OF SPONSORED
TITLE:
PRINCIPAL

RESEARCH

Piber Optic Fuel Sensor
INVESTI~'IOR:

Dr. Madjid Belkerdid

SPONSORING AGENT:

Sirrmonds Precision Instrument Division

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1622-013
ABSTRACT

A fiber optic fuel sensor is being develo_ped for aircraft.
Three
sensors are being investigated, (1) a fuel mask sensor which uses an
optical fiber to measure the weight of the fuel,
(2) an optical
absorption system which measures the level amount of fuel by measuring
the arnont of optical absorption of the fuel,
(3) a fuel level fiber
sensor which determines the fuel level from the loss in an optica fiber
due to the pressure on the fiber fran the weight of the fuel.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

ASW Software

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR:

E.E. Erickson and F.O. Simons, Jr.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training Equipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-066

~velopment

for Trainer Research

ABSTRACT
In Anti-Subnarine Warfare training support, technological advances
are requiring new software developnents as well as constant
updating/revisions of existing software. These developnents include
real-time target signal generations, a variety of signal processing,
canputer graphic support functions and canputer-aided design analylsis
and modeling.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Variable S.A.W. Time

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATDR:

E.E. Erickson

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF Engineer-ing and Industrial Experiment
Station

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1699-088
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~lay

ABSTRACT

Surf c -Acoustic-Wave ( S .A. W. ) devices are· used to obtain time delay
of h"gh re u ncy signals. Recent literature indicates that the time
delay through the S.A.W. device can be cntrolled by the magnitude of an
applied OC voltage. This pi::-oject is a study of the feasibility of using
S.A.W. devices for the time delaying function in scanning antenna arrays.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Bidii::-ectional Surface Acoustic Wave Transducer
Study

IPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PRI

NT:

Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas Texas

UMBER:

G

Dr-. Donald C. Malocha

28-2000-126
ABSTRACT

his

is to provide the fundamental elements for a
and analysis of bidirectional transducers.
pcincipal tasks to be acccxnplished: ( i) CAD system
(ii} filter synthesis,
(iii) graphics,
(iv) bidirectional
r frequency characterization and (v} the broadband transducer
These ta ks have been successfully canpleted and are
nt tion, canputer pcograms, references and examples are
is s u y provi es a cornerstone on which a canprehensive CAD
im 1 m nted ..

* * * * * * * *
T '

p

Analysis and ~sign of I.ow loss 3-Phase
Unidirectional Surface Acoustic Wave
Tr-ansducers

E:

N

p

I NVE'S' r l

10R:

Dr. D:mald C. Malocha

UCf-Engineering and Industrial Experiment
tat ion
GRANf NU

ER:

21-1699-063

ABSTRACT

1h

purpos
£ this project was four fold in nature.
develop an accurate mooel which predicts the overall filter
respons_ •. This ·n ludes accurate predictions of the acoustic UDI''s which
sur-pass he pcesent model by including the acoustic susceptance as given
by th Hilbert Transform, modeling of the substrate parameters for the
de 'ay path, an inclusion of an accurate tr-iple transit mcx1el.
To
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To take the mcx:lel and develop canputer pr()(]rams fo~ CAD of the total
filter. This capability will be unique to both industry and university.
To obtain results which advance the current state of the art for low
loss UDT filters. The accanplished results will be published.
To obtain outside funding for continue research an developnent in
this area. Funding for modeling of S.A.W. conventional transducers was
obtained for the Fall 1983 and continued support will be solicited.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Skin Voltage Oculaneter

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. Robert Martin and Dr. Michael Harris

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training E uiµnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-074

ABSTRACT
This was a nine month research grant to study the concept of a sk'n
voltage eye position meter. There is a direct current potential between
the retina and the cornea of the eye. This voltage gives rise to an
electric field which in turn leaves a static charge on the skin's
surface.
PUBLICATIONS:

Martin, R. and Harris, M.
Southcon, 1985.
Arned.

Skin Voltage CX::ulaneter,

Skin Voltage CCulaneter Analysis, Thesis,

~c

1984.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Hydrophone Fee back

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. Robert J. Martin

SPONSORING AGENT:

Actran Corporation

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1622-004
ABSTRACT

The pur-J;X)se of this paper is to demonstrate the integration of
analog active feedback into piezoelectric trans ucer systems. Such an
integration will allow the system designer to alter the frequency
spectrum of a given transducer. 1he simplest form of fee back results n
bandwidth enhancement. The technique for deriving the feedback through
the transducer presented in this work is derived by segmenting the
electrode of the transducer. Techniques for more canplicated spectral
shaping are introduced.

* * * * * * * *
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Tl' Lf..,:

Study of OIS Conferenoed Digital Corrmunication

PRI

Dr. B.E. Petrasko

IPAL INVESTIGATOR:

SPONSORING AGENT:

NASA

GRANT NUM ER:

20-1622-001

ABSTRACT
The stu y suppocte the design and specification of a digital
Opecat·onal nterc , System (OIS) for the launch and industrial canplexes
at the John E. K nn dy Space Center.. An architecture for a digital
swi ch which provides or a high degree of conferencing was specified and
evalu
evalu t·on of the effect of quantization error associated
with c
wo
siz an degr-ees of canpanding was provided.
* *
' ITLE:

Sprea

PRI ClPA.L INVESTI

TOR:

AGE.NT:

ER.

* * * * * *
Spectrum

Dr. Brian Petrasko
Dr. Madjid Belkerdid
Engineering and Industrial Experiment Station
21-1699-092

ABSTRACT
or pulse code modulation is presently under
w v f rm is based on the Eigen function. It
mely low si elobes (-60 dB) and is ideally suited for a
er
nviroru nt since it minimizes cross-chadnel
c s intersymbol interference. Analysis has shown
rE rmance in this environment than its conventional
MSK onnats. The impact of the new waveform on spread
unit..: tions systems was investigated. Paralled and serial
ulation and demodulation were investigated with an
liza ion us·ng surface acoustic wave devices.
rov m nts in b ndw"dth efficiency are possible with limits on
la -r e.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Optical Scattering Generated by Phase Screens

P INCIPAL INVESTI< t\TOR:

Dr. R.L. Phillips and DL. L.C . Andrews

SPONSORING

NSF'

GRAN

~

NUMBbR:

ENT:

22-1622-001
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ABSTRACT

Optical scattering due to a phase screen is oo·ing investigated using
a canputer generated phase screen. The phase screen is made by exposing
a film plate on a scanning rnicrodensitcrneter system. The system scans
the film plate with a HeNe laser while mcrlulating the intensity of the
laser with a randcxn signal. The film plate is then developed. A laser
beam is then shown through the plate and the plate translated. After
passing through the plate, the statistics of the scattered laser beam are
measured. This experiment simulates the problem of a laser radar on a
microwave radar signal propagating through local atmospheric turbulence.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Guidance Control Simulation

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Professor

Robe~t

Radloff

SPONSORING AGENT:

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1622-007
ABSTRACT

This is a four month study to investigate various gui 1ance
techniques utilizing a ccmputer simulation.

* *
TITLE:

*

* * * * *

VAX 11/780 Computer Graphics Software
~velopment

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons, Jr.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training Equipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-049
ABSTRACT

Computer Image Generation (CIG) devices, which support modern
real-time trainer simulators, require unique software supp:>rt. For
econcmic reasons and perfo.rmance constraints, standardized carmon "object
generation modules" must be adapted to uti ize raw typological ata base
information for generating realistic dynamic scenes.

* * * * * * * *
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T1TL£ :

ClG (Computer linage Generation) Interface
Requirements

PAL

PRI

NV STIGATOR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons, Jr.

SPClNSORING AGENT :

Naval Training Fquipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-047
ABSTRACT

The Ccmputer System Latxxatory at NTEC has a requirement to
interface a VAX 11/780 , IS! 11/23, and an IKONAS frame buffer display
un·t, a 1 of wh·ch will be used in training systems studies. This study
is evo ed to developing the utility programs required to support an
eEfec iv~ int rate system .

* * *
TT

* * * *

*

ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare) Software Mooe!
!PAL INVESTIGATOR:

RI

Dr . Fred

o.

Simons, Jr.

Naval Training Equipnent Center

AGE

UMBER :

20- 2100-030
ABSTRACT

fEC
for

ut r Systems Labo~atory is developing an ASW Research
in
monst ting various ASW training approaches and
support this work, special-purpose software
um
ion architectural studies will be conducted.
*

*

* * * * *

Real-Time Video Tape Generations fran a CIG
Data Base

TITL
PR! CIPAL INVE T

S

*

NSOR N A ENT :

GRANT NUMB R:

TOR :

Dr . rred 0. Simons, Jr.

Naval Training Equipment Center
20-21 00-052
ABSTRACT

E
t o generating real-time video training scenes ,
pi lo
e, while docking a ship. The ships equations of
motion w'll be us
to stablish scenes in a CIG data base space. These
scenes will be proc sse via an IKONAS frame buff,e c and recorded with an
AMP X El ct onic Still Store video system.
This

wha -

* * * * *
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TITLE:

The Interactive Creation of CIG Data Bases

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons, Jr.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training E,quip.nent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2601-003
ABSTRACT

The data bases which support CIG (Canputer Image Generation) systems
are tedious and time consuming to create. This study is devoted to
developing interactive canputer techniques for creating data bases for
CIG systems. The facilities utilized ar-e a VAX based IKO
frame buffer
and APPLICON system.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Multi- Micro SW D9velopnent

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA..TOR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons, Jr.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training Equipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-067
ABSTRACT

The 11 Multi-Micro Software Dcvelopnent" study wi 1 be devoted to
program develoµnent/modif ications for a unique multiple microc pute~
breadboard system. The study is devoted to primarily two goals. First,
algorithms will be developed to support rn<X:Jular ~eal-tirne trainer
software developnent. Second, these software mcxiules with their contro l
algorithms will be executable on a Multiple-Microcomputer architecture oE
indentical units.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Support

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1DR:

Dr. H.C. Towle, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training Equipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2601-060
20-2100-060
20-2100-073
ABSTRACT

This r-esear-ch has contributed to System definition and design of a
Model Test Bed being designed by NTEC for the Anny PM-TRADE.
Consideration has been directed, in particular, to Speech Tcansactions,
46

bul

c

initial considerations of the inberface to the
pr:ogram. The simulated bullet is the NATO M-16
tie is e sion of the trajectory may be selected within the
[0.1, l.OJ milliLadians.

Purvis, dward John. "An Application of Speech Synthesis,"
A Master's Thesis, UCF, Spring 1984.

PUBLICATION:

* * * * * * *
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FSEC Walker Salary II

PRI CIPAL

VEST I lit\'

R:

Robert L. Walker

FloL·da Solar Energy Center
NUMBE.R:

21-1622-002
A

STRACT

o
l
i strume s at the photovoltiac house was
si n o
battery contoller for energy storage at the house
is system must regulate energy flow from a 5 kilowatt PV
olf-ca
lead-aci batteries under all conditions of
a ter:y ct r e state, and house load.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

&stablishment of a Surface Acoustic Wave
Research Capability

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. D.C. Malocha
ABSTRACT

The objective of this research proposal was to establish the
capability to perform research in the a~ea of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
devices and related areas at the University of Central Flori a. In order
to establish this capability two primary tasks were to be undertaken:
the first was the initial set up of a thin f ilrn microelectronics
lal:x:>ratory and the second was the establishment of SA Computer Ai e
Design (CAD) capability.
The program scope was to establish maximwn capability in the ev ' ce
fabrication area with the available time and equipnent constraints and
also to establish a canplete CAD design system capable of SA design an
analysis and production of a tape suitable for photornask generation.

*

*

* * * *

*

*

TITLE:

Spread Spectrum Ccmnunication System Ana ysis

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. D.C. Malocha and Dr. Madji

Belkerdid

ABSTRACT

Spread Spectrum Corrnnunication is getting more and more popu ar in
today's technology. The technique most carrnonly used is MSK (mini.mum
shift keying). The MSK modulation signal is a constant ampl'tude carrier
with frequency (either f 1 or E ) conveying information. The phase of
2
this carrier remains continuous while the frequency changes (fran (f 1 to
f ). MSK can be thought of as a special quadrative phase shift keying
2
system (QPSK), while both channels having sinusoidal envelops.
The objective of this research is to improve the sinusoidal envelop
by introducing a new function:
The Eigen function, the power spectrum of
the Eigen function was proven to have much lower sidelobes than any other.
function used. It also looks like it might yield a better bit-error
rate.

* * * *

*
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TLf:'.:

Studies in Exper-t Systems

RlNC1P L

NVl·;s·rrGATOR:

Dr. Brian Petrasko and Mr. Frank Sarrmer
ABSTRACT

The application of functional languages and data flow concepts and
archit c ures in th design and realization of expert systems were
inv stigate . LISP and PROLOG were reviewed . Design parameters for expert
systems for he design of digital systems were also reviewed.

* * * * * * * *
elecarmunications in Florida State General
Education

TITL .. :

I

P L

NVF.:!:>TIGATOR:

Dr .. B. IE.

Pet~asko

and Dr. M. Belkerdid

ABSTRACT
on E t
t t s and future needs of telecante ov rnment in Florida. The study included
aniz tional, operational, as well as facilities
trasko w s a member of the Telecamnunications Task Force
a Speci 1 Joint Legislative Caranittee on Electronic Data
o oc l s n ards and a statewide network were addressed.
i<

r c
issues.
o
I
Proc ssi

* * * *

CAD for VLSI
Testing

ITLE:

RI

*

p

Dr.

.E.

* * *
~sign

and Verification and

Pet~asko

AB TRACT

of lan uages nd language features for specification of
emph sis on use in an expert system environment.
PMS I ISPS, AHPL and DDL.
Verification
tools and NCA products.

* * * * * * * *
Theory of Cross Correlations Applied to Two
Dimensional Images

TIT _..

PRINCIPAL

NV!<..: T

TOI

Ms. Linda Coulter and Dr. R.L. Phillips
ABSTRACT

Th c search is t experimentally investigate via simulation the
th ory of c~ s corr lation applied to two dimensional images ..
Th
robl rn ssum s a two dimensional narrow band, noise model.
Thi m j 1 has been scann d with the data stream placed in arrays. The
nois files can b E rmed using the random number generator on canputer.
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The correlation pr e s betwe n two input ima
shifting one noise array rel tive to an ther. Th
both arrays are multiplie together. The results
position are then accumulated. The points are a~cumul
criteria equivalent to low pass filtering.

d by
(f
ing

o
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TITLE:

Laser Beam Control Study

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. R. L. Phillips and Dr. Larry C. An rews

ABSTRACT
a laser beam propagates through the atmosphere, clear air
turbulence can cause severe energy fluctuations within the beam s
11
as cause the beam to wander in toto. The statistica flue at'ons are
being mathematically modeled and the models verif ie experirn ntally in
tests to be conducted at Kennedy Space Center.
~en

*

*

*

* *
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TI LE:

A Gate Arrary Realization of an Algorithm for Division

CANDIDATE:

Mr. Salman Y. Abbasi

F CULTY ADVl OR:

Dr. Brian Petrasko
ABSTRACT

n -or t:"ealizing a division algorithm is presented.
The divider
n· ude inputs and produces a sign magnitude
s simu ate by a p.n::x_Jram wcitten for the SDK-85

The

h performance and accurate division.

ar .
*
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ge Analysis and Segmentation Based on the Circular
line Video Processor

on M. Albritton, Jr.

TE:

ovr· R:

Dr. Fr

0. Simons, Jr.
ABSTRACT

o

inted circuit boar-ds has generally depended
ve ,
system has been developed which allows
ction using rotx:>tics and mcxiern image
h·s paper f'rst introduces autanatic visual
rviews Lh Autanatic Board Assembly, Inspection
reviews image processing concepts and describes
eo Pr- 'essor (CPVP). Image data frcxn the CPVP
inv
· a ion into alternate segmentation algorithms
ard features is presented. The relative
tht_se algorithms is canpared and conclusions drawn.

* * * * * * *
T T E:

S

CANDI A E':

Ali R za Barada c

FA ULTY A VISOR:

Dr. Roy A. Walters

*

cially Sampled Multi-Aperture Optical System for
Vision

ABSTRACT

an

One o
he s luti ns to the world's industrial and econcmic recovery
surv·vability is 'Flexible Autanation,' wherein vision is the key to
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its cost-effective flexibility. The majority of present vision systeins
are patterned after the human eye, but this is not a requirement. It has
been shown that the multia_per:ture optics insect eye can not image an
object. In order to study multiaperture optics and indirectly the
functioning of the insect eye an extremely high resolution robot system,
resembling in sane respects an insect eye was constructed. This system
provided a wide field of view, and an excellent resolution with no need
for optical alignment.
An individual eyelet of the vision system consists of a Gradient
Index (GRIN) lens, and seven optical fibers which transfer the incident
light on the lens to individual detectors. Each detector or pixel,
integrates the intensity over the unique region that it sees, and gives a
voltage as a function of the intensity. A uniform white sphere was
chosen as a test object in order to reduce five degrees of freedan (x, y,
z, 9, ~,) into three, namely x, y, z. It was experimentally shown that
each set of voltage outputs produced by a set of detectors was un'que
when .the object was placed at exact C()()rdinate points, in a cube of
Sx5xl0 cm. 'llle voltage readings wer:e cataloged in a data file.
Identification of the coordinates of the object was possible by a simple
canparison of input voltages to the cataloged values. Also, a
mathematical model for this system was developed.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Testing of Active Fee back Applied to Piezoelectr'c
Ee vices

CANDIDATE:

William H. Barrow

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Robert J. Martin
ABSTRACT

Piezoelectric devices have numerous applications wh.ch cover a
relatively broad band of Er:equencies. 1hese devices ar:e useful as
acoustic transducers, receivers, and many types of filters. '!heir
usefulness is due to the fact that they can convert mechanical energy
into electrical energy and vice-versa. This dual effect is carmonly
called reciprocity. By applying this concept with that of active
negative feedback, we can shape the frequency response of the device.
This will allow the bandwidth of the device to be increased. 1he
method by which the feedback signal is obtained is unique in approach.
This approach eliminates acoustical losses and transport delay by means
of a configuration where the transmitter: and receiver are integral parts
of the same device.
This research reflects the applications, testing and analysis of
certain feedback configurations and shows how the system may be optimized
by implementing ccrnpensation in the feedback.
*

* * * * * * *
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TITL_,:

Digital Filtering with the iAPX 86/20

CANDI DAT

Robert E. Canright, Jr.

ACULTY

ADVISOR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons, Jr.
ABSTRACT

e iAPX 86/20 (8086 with the 8087 numberic coprocessor) is
consi r
or i · al filtering. The advantage in using the iAPX 86/20
lies in th 80-bit width of the 8087 floating-point arithmetic registers.
With such
r e rithmetic registers, the effects of coefficient
roun EE and arithm tic roundoff er ors on the filter output are reduced.
price p i for the Dnproved numerical performance is the increased
s
t by th
ystem moving data to and fran memory.
Th rn~th
of Knowles and Olcayto for measuring the effect of
c
nt roun o : E is s -u ied in detail. This method is applied to an
·1 e r in or er to demonstrate that the iAPX 86/20 can meet
t
s
ifi
tl a meet the 8086 without the numeric coprocessor
x 86/10)

* * *
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ta TransEers Among the HP-75, HP-86 and HP9845
1i roconputers
ni. 1 Paul Connor

D . Richar

N. Miller
AB.STRACT

ures for transferring data between the
mi Locanpu ers, and between the HP-75 and HP-86
ci ic uidance is given on the mechanics of
puters. Software is provided for each canputer that
ransfec data between canputers.

* * * * * * * *
TI LE:

Computer Simulation of Cross Correlators for
Correlated Inputs

CAND[O T<..:

Linda J. Coulter

A.CUL'fY ADVISOR:

Dr. R na d L. Phillips
ABSTRACT

Cross c c~el t r systems, analc::ic;;J and clipped input channels, with
corrte~ cand n narrowband Gaussian noise as inputs are canputer
simul t
The perfoDnance of each system is evaluated on the basis of
the output signal to noise ratio. The output SNR is compared with
53

theoretical asymptotic approximations canputed as a function of the SNR
of the input channels.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Digital Hearing Aid

CANDIDATE:

Somsak D=awsurintr

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Bruce E. Mathews
ABSTRACT

'llle paper describes the design features needed to fulfil the
concept of the optimum hearing aid by using digital techniques. 1he
Amplitude Canpression .Amplifier and Digital Filter are discussed.
General review of different filter types are presented as background of
the designing of Digital Filters. The design procedure of Di ital Filter
and software program perform on Intel-2920 signal processor are creat
Finally the program is tested by simulation via the 2920-Simulator.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

On the Theory and 8xperimental Results of a Sensitive
Fiber Optic Lctser A.ccelercmete~

CANDIDATE:

Steven C. Furlong

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Ronald L. Phillips
ABSTRACT

A sensitive fiber optic laser accelenJneter has been demonstrated.
The transducer consists of two solid right circular cylinders each ith a
separate single-mode optical fiber tightly wrapped around its lateral
surface. The fiber from each cylinder comprises one a:rm of a
Mach-Zehnder type optical interferometer. Under an axial acceleration
the cylinders, and hence the fibers, undergo a deformation which results
in a differential phase shift between the optical waves traversing the
two fibers. This acceleration-induced differential phase shift is
detected interfercmetrically and a wide dynamic range is possible via
optical phase lock techniques. Initial test results indicate an
excellent agreement between theory and empirical data when tested over 3
orders of magnitude on acceleration.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

The Design of a QPSK Mcx:lem and the Probability of
Error Analysis for an SCA Based Digital Corrmunication
System

CANDIDATE:

f'ouad Guediri

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Brian E. Petrasko
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ABSTRACT

An n ly i
the
c rununica ion syslem is
noise ratio egradation
pre ict the perfoonance
The design and analysis
pseudorandan cor~elator

probability of error for an SCA based digital
developed. QPSK modulation and the signal to
due to the SCA transmission are analyzed to
oE the syst~n in tenns of probability of error.
of a QPSK modem, a pseudorandan generator, and a
are also presented in this thesis.

* * * * * * * *
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Millimeter Wave Scattering fran a Rough Surface
E:

Charles H. Hargraves

ACUI; Y A V SOR:

Dr. Ronald L. Phillips
ABSTRACT

s
d . er.

uction to rough surface scattering and
were used uring the course of this project to
el ctr nagnetic scattering from a rough surface.
scribed that accurately predicts the statistics
ata. 'the CW measurement process that was
asurement results are presented.
anc sc ttering
m asured statistical mcments are canpared in order to show
su emen s with various statistical scattering ITllOdels.
for a ditional work in the area of measurement and
lir g
rough surface scattering are given.
t

m sur, a
An analytic

of th

* * *
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ntal Hardware Elements and Options of
nal Processing

Th

Di
CANO

M< l-k A. H

A.TE:

F'ACUL'fY ADVISOR:

Dr. Fee

* * * *

k

1rrner.lein

O. Simons
ABSTRACT

w r:-e av il ble

or digital signal processing is evaluated.
o implementation of digital signal processing
r.e i ntiEied . These elements--memories, AI.Us and
mul "pliers-- re n lyz d. Then the operation of parts which make up a
r
possib u s lutions are evaluated. Thus, the graduating
id d in making a transition from the theoretical to the
r.eJuir.~d

* * * * * * * *
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TITLE:

The Use of Computer Vision to Close the Control Loop
of a Robot Arm

CANDIDATC:

Randall S .. J nka

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Fred O. Simons
ABSTRACT

Flexible autanation is a partial solution to America's in ustrial
and econanic recovery and survivability. At the core of this
manufacturing technol<XJY is the ro}:x)t whose own flexibility is enhanced
through the use of canputer vision to close the control lcx:>p on the atm
and also give the robot environmental intelligence. The basic
subdivisions of a canputer vision system are sensing, segmentation,
description, rec()(_Jnition, and interpretation. When t.he vision processor
analyzes a scene it can give the robot controller symlx>lic object
infonnation and object coordinates. The robot controller transforms such
coordinates into its own reference frame through the use of h
~eneous
transformation matrices. Vector formulations can be used for error
signal information in visual servoing. These formulations ill be in ·h
form of differential translations and rotation transformation vectors.
Variations of this technique and other approaches are being used in
significant ex:perimental systems at the University of Illinois, General
Motors Resear-ch Laboratories, Hitachi of Japan, and others. Are,a s still
requiring much research include imaging systems, processor architectures,
dynamics fonnulations, algorithms and software, and artificial
intelligence.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

The Use of Canpanding in Conferencing Voice
Gonmunications System

CANDIDATE:

Jon P. Klages

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Brian E. Petrasko
ABSTRACT

Companded Codes are used Eor representing voice data in digital
canmunications systems. This thesis addresses the use of the Mu-I.aw
canpanding algorithm in a systen optimized for conferencing. A procedure
for determining the degree of canpression for a variable nt.nnber of
conferees and ~sign Equations for- implementating a table-lookup scheme
using Read-Only Memories are presented.
*

* * * * *
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VLSI Multiple Microoanputer Technolo.JY Applied to

R al-Time Simulators
CA.ND , AT :

Dav id M.

Kotick

FACUUfY ADVISOR:

Dr . Fred

o.

Simons, Jr.
ABSTRACT

technolo;iy embcx1ied in state oE the art microprocessors and
puters, has implied a canputer system architecture that offers
the
ssibility for extensive standardization, modularity, and
rf orm nee irnprov men s that can significantly impact and reduce the
lifetim costs of real-time simulators . This reoort
discusses one such
.a:
system. Both the ha dware and software apsects of the system are
xamin
VLS

rnic

* * * * * * * *
unications System Evaluation: ~sign
nts in Pseudorandau Sequence Usage, Signal
ioning and Timing Regeneration

T ' LE:

DI
F

U TY

r y L . Lane

r:N "OR :

Dr . Michael G. Harris
ABSTRACT

to develop a series of designs which allow
di it 1 carmunication system design concepts. Circuits
which eal with three central areas of conoern in
ks . They include randan signal generation and
onditioning , and digital timing extraction. A pseudorandan
c rrelator esign form the basic digital channel.
ing nd igital timing regeneration were later added
System performance was confirmed by inserting errors
e.

* * * * * * * *
A M el f r Scattering in Dense Clouds

TITLE :

I
f

Tf :

A ULT'.f ADVISO

Richa-d A. LeBlanc
Dr .

L. Phillips
ABSTRACT

st

lw ys d tected by its interaction with matter. One
ph nan na is the scattering of light by small
developed that estimates the amount of energy that
is sc
ere towa1r s
tect r from a beam given the location of source,
et ctor, and particle collection. This collection of particles is
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allowed to be very dense so that a photon scattered fran the beam can be
scattered several times before leaving the scattering medium. By
considering the single-scatter ccmponent and multiple-scatter component
separately, the model retains the characteristics of both types.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

A Single Fault-Tolerant Dual Channel Controller

C...l\NDIDATE:

Thanas J. LO'wery

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Fred

o.

Simons, Jr.
ABSTRACT

The advent of the VLSI technology makes it feasible to offer a once
expensive system attribute called fault-toler-anoe to a wide variety of
applications. This can be accanplished by using off-the-shelf single
board computers and peripherals as the heaLt of the system. Custcm
design boards can then be added to meet the specific requicements of each
application.

* * * *
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TITLE:

A Canparison of Two Techniques for- Estimating the
Travel Time of an Acoustic Wavefront Between Two
Receiving Sensors

CANDIDATE:

Frank J. Montalbano

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Michael G. Harris
ABSTRACT

In recent years the United States Navy has concentrated most of its
Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) research and developnent effot:'ts toward
passive sonar. Its ability to locate enemy targets without being
detected gives the passive sonar system a supreme strategic advantage
over its active counterpart.
One aspect of passive sonar signal processing is the t·me delay
estimation of an underwater acoustic wavefront. From this estimation the
location and velocity of the radiating source (target) can then be
detennined. This repor-t oanpares two popular methods of estimating t:iJne
delay utilizing ccmputer- simulations of each: the cross correlator and
the beamfonner.

* *
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Sebastian Namukolo

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Robert J. Martin

* * *

Cost Neutron Detector
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ABSTRACT

N u con lx.:xnl r n n o · bipolar transistors create cluster defects in
c n ucl r rn L r.i 1. Th clus er:s are small volumes of semiconductor
m te ial containing several hundred atans displaced fran their proper
lattice sites ue to collision processes. They act as recanbination
centers in transistor bases reducing minority carrier lifetime and
consequently reducing transistor current gain. Tne damage is permanent
to the s miconductor device and can only be corrected by thermally
annealing he transistor. Copious test data available on bipolar
transistors d.c. gain (hPE) resfX)nse to incident fast neutron flu~nces
c nfirm their mathematical y decivable functional relationships. This
report deve ops a neutron fluence detector system based upon the current
gain (hF'E) d gra ation. An approximate model extending these i:-esults to
inclu<
the effects of tem1:>erature is developed. A probe containing an
npn silicon planar transistor with associated canponents to allow hFE
m su em nts is esigne . A thermal sensor is also designed. More
pr.e i
d t
is ob ined by corcecting for d.c. current gain
rror. The design of the probe is the major
J · s r.epor- · .
In addition to the ccmputer simulation of
r-chitecture nd implementation is presented.
n is c prised of the probe and associated data
itry. A microcanputer processes the probe data to
n u ron Eluence received.

* * * * * * * *
TIT f.:

plication of Speech Synthesis

An

C

DI

TE.:

F

ULTY ADVISOR:

ward J. Purvis
Dr. Ber

rt

C. Towle
AB TRACT

voic
scri

o

he implementation of a synthesized computer
r-ainer. The actual facility hardware is
ca ion is pr sented and discussed.

* * * * * * * *
TI

F·

CANDIDATE:

F'A ULTY ADVISOR:

T ee-Ph S.! Uni irectional Surface Acoustic Wave
Transducer Model and Computer Aided ~sign
Impl mentation
mu

M.

Richie

Dr. Lbnald C. Malocha
ABSTRACT

'Ihis th si. pr sents an introduction into surface acoustic wave
(S W) uni i~ ctional transducer (UDI') technologies and identifies
advantages nd disadvant ges of various approaches. A canplete model of
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the three-phase undirectional structure is presented f
the pu pose of
design analysis. This model incoqx:>rates the effects of the electrod s
and transducer patter-n along with the equivalent circuit model of the
transducer structure. The model, when included with appropriate
peripheral canponents for transducer- phasing and matching, can be used to
determine accurately the frequency response of a given transducer
structure. Such model is well suited for implementation on a computer.
With this in mind, the necessary FORTRAN 77 software was developed and is
presented which is an addition part oE the SAW canputer aided design
{CAD) facilities at UCF-COE. An analysis example is given and the
results are canpared to published data.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

The Frequency Response Computation of H(z) Models that
Include Digital Error Effects

CANDIDA.TE:

Carol R. Smith

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Pred O. Simons
ABSTRACT

Pulse responses are not suitable for evaluating H(z) frequency
responses that include digital errors. Digital error effects, ho ver,
are conveniently included in H{z) frequency responses calculations based
on the step response. A non-rea l time algorithm for computing the
frequency response of real time digital filters based on the filter step
response is developed and verified through an example.

* * * * * * * *
TITLE:

Design of a Single User Ceconcentrator for Con er.ence
Voice Ccmmunication Circuit Switching System

CANDIDATE:

Mr. Ming-Yung

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Brian E. Petrasko

~n

ABSTRACT

A single user deconcentrator is designed for a circuit switche
digital switching system which emphasizes mass conferencing. The
switching system consists of distributed concentrators which include a
first level of conferencing and a bcoadcast bus which includes a second
level of conferencing . The deconcentrator features voll.Dlle adjusbnent of
individual conferenoes as well as a third and last level of
conferencing-conference of the individual conferences obtained fran the
broadcast bus. The design indentifies the MSI and ISI canponents of the
deconcentrator and provides an ,e stimate of timing and board size. An
alternative volLDTie adjusbnent algorithm and the extension of a single
user deconcentrator to a multi-user deconcentrator is discussed.

* * * * * * * *
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLCX;Y
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
Chai~nan:

Richard G.

~nning

Faculty:

B.D. Bullard, J.C. D=bo, R.F. I::ehler, J.H. Dixon, Jr., H.L.
Griffith, C.M. Head, J.W. Hubler, G. Lewis,
K.W. Osborne, F.J. Sa.rmner, C.C. Strange, A. Uspenski and H.E.
~rbs.

1he Engineering TechnolCXJy faculty continued to grow professionally
throu h presen ations to professional organizations and meetings,
gradu t stu i s, several published articles, and by taking active roles
in nu r us pro ession 1 organizations, and attendance at professional
socie y m · in s. Pr ress was made in the area of creative activities
wi·h sever
t x s being produced and the presentation of several
professional pape s. Dr. Head was a co-author of a geography textbcx:>k,
o rlor·da, wh'ch has currently been adopted by three universities.
rbs w s r s nsible for a paper entitled, "A Friendly
Micro rocessor Approach to the Detennination of the Thermodynamic
P poert ·es of
ist Air," published by ASHRAE and presented at the 1984
ASHRAE n ional m eting. Mr. Bullard is currently involved in courses
leadin
o his Ph.D. in Engineering; Mr. Osborne is in the process of
tin h·s i::>sertat1on; Mr. ~bo is working toward a second Master's
r. Stra g is canpleting his thesis towards a MSE degree.
rienc d another very productive year in the area of
on the campus. Mr. D:bo taught two Microprocessor
c urs s or Florida Power and Light through Extended
u r. rt ti.me ten of the thirteen faculty members are
ssion 1 En inee~s. Three are El's with Mr. ~bo and Mr.
r. su ts
E the PE exam. Two faculty members, Dr. ~nning
icip ted in ABE."T a cr-editation visits, and Dr. Denning
Ti chn log Accre itation Cormmission of ABET. Dr.
h·s profess·onal activities at the national level
cv'ce s
member of (1) the Management Board of Codes,
ulations Division of NIBS, and (2) The Specification
Dr.:". H ad is currently working with the Florida
~v~'uLCh Institute to develop a computerized data base of the
n

1983-84 the major portion of the $40,000 available for
was spent on upgrading the Apple Canputer lab and
sing
h
number
f stations in our Robotics course. Of greater
incr
nee,
$260,000
worth
of Electronics, Design, and Computer
si ni
y
l
borat
ry
equipment
was installed at the UCF-BCC Life IDng
T chn
Learn· ng C nt r a the Brevard Campus.
quipm~nt

'!he Engine Ling Technology ~partment experienced the greatest
nrollment uring the 1983-84 school year with the head count exceeding
450 during the Spring s mester of 1984. The Engineering Technology
'Ji:- duates continue to be welcaned by industry with essentially 100%
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employment. 'Ihe UCF Student Placement Office published survey results
which indicated that 1982-83 graduates in Engineering Technology r-eported
annual starting salaries averaging $24,048. (This was the highest salary
for all deparbnents at UCF.) The graduation of 110 graduates during the
year placed UCF among the top twenty-five producers of Engineering
Technologists out of 105 institutions offering the Bachelor's Degree in
Engineering Technolo:]y nationwide.
DJring the 1983- 84 academic year Professor Kravitz resigne .
Professor Lewis remained on leave due to the illness and death of his
son. King W. Osborne, Associate Professor, and Alexander Uspenski,
Assistant Professor, were added to the faculty at the Brevard Campus in
the areas of Electronics and Computer Technology. Joe Dixon was
appointed as Assistant Professor in the Design an Structures areas at
Orlando Campus.
Dr. Denning canpleted funded research in (1) Energy Cons rvation
Measures Implementation for UCF buildings and (2) F
Service
Establishment Energy Conservation for the Orlando Utilities Conrni sion .
Although not all were funded, an increase in the number of research
proposals was noted during the year and indicates stronger faculty
interest in applied research. Research proposals were sutmitted by Dr.
Denning, Mr. Bullard, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Griffith, and two by Dr. Hea ,
including a proposal on sinkhole research.

In addition to the courses ofEered during the ay, the Engineering
Technology ~partment offered numerous evening classes on the main campus
and the Brevard Campus. The number of active Engineering Technology
students based at the Brevard Campus was increased significant y durin
1983-84. 1he canpletion of the UCF-BCC Life Long Learning Center during
the Summer of 1983 was accanpanied by increased epartment activities
including the offering of day as well as evening classes. Comput r
Technology was added on the Cocoa campus in the Fall of 1983 and w s w 11
received. Three faculty positions were Eilled to support the Engineerin
Technology programs at Cocoa.
The final report from the 1982 ABET reaffirmation visit was receive
during 1983-84. The D=sign, Electronics, and Operations programs each
received an additional four years accreditation, while the Environmental
Control option was given only two years. The decision was made to delete
the Environmental Control option primarily due to low productivity caused
by continued low enrollment.
The return of the half-time secretary to the departmental office
increased the secretarial support capability significantly. The addition
of the word processor has proved to be valuable to the department as was
well received by the secretaries and student assistants.
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m~PARTMENT

OF ENGINEERING TECHNOL.cx;Y

U LlCA'f IONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS

Books and Monographs
1.

Head, C.M. and Marcus, R.B.
pages.

Face of Florida (Dubuque, IA) 1984, 209

Articles Published
Natio al Journals (Peer-Refereed)
1.

rbs,

•
"A Friendly Microprocessor Approach to the
termination of the Therrncdynamic Properties of M:")ist Air,"
r eedings of America Society of Heatingr Refrigeration and
Air Condit'oning Engineers, Atlanta, GA, January 1984.
H.

ls

rif "th, H.L.
ngineering Technology Majors, A Bunch of Why's
uys,"
HASIS Magazine, (September 1983).
11

Pcesentations

1.

rbs, H. • "A Friendly Microprocessor Approach to the
e ination of the Thermo:::iynamic Properties of r-t::>ist Air,"
rican Society of Heating, Regrigeration and Air Conditioning
ineers, Atlanta, Gl\, January 1984.
etings

1.

H ad, C.M.

The Winter Park Sinkhole of 1981, Association of
ic n
ographers, Southeast Section Convention, Orlando,
FL,
vember 1983.

nn

2.

3.

11

0

n

ering R.D.
Research Report to Governor's Energy
chnical Assistance and Energy Conservation
4 volumes, (April 1984) ..

~

nning R.G., D::>ering, R.D. Orlando Utilities Carmission Report,
ca
st ies of Enei:;gy Audit and Energy Conservation Measures
for two commercial food service establishments .•
~nning,

R.G. Results of case study of Energy Audit and Energy
Conservation Measures for fcx:xl service establishments presented
to 30 res aurants and Orlando Utilities Commission officials,
Apr"l 1984.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
ABSTRACT'S OF SPONSORED RES&l\RCH
TITLE:

Technical Assistance Program Energy Conservation
Measures

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA.TOR:

Dr. R.G.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Governor's Energy Office and UCF Administration

~nning, P.E. and
Dr. R.D. ll:>ering, P.E.

ABSTRACT
Energy Audits and Technical Assistance Program Investigation for the
Student Services Building and the F.ciucation Canplex. Also, a study of
energy conservation measures to be implemented for the following UCF
buildings: Village Center, Classrcx::m Building, Engineering, Student
Services and the E.ducation Complex.
Energy conservation measures studied in the project included: use
of solar film on windows, high efficiency m:)tors for air handling units,
solar danestic water heating, dishwasher modification, modification of
autcmatic opening doors, and HVAC improvements.
* *

* * * * *

TITLE:

Ccnmercial

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IOR:

Dr. R.D. ~nning P.E. and
Dr. R.G. !Xlering, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Orlando Utilities Conmission

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1624-003

Fcxxj

Service Case Study

ABSTRACT
A project to establish guidelines for energy conservation in the
camiercial food service area. In addition to preparing a notebook for
restaurants, two case studies were conducted. The two studies involved a
traditional restaurant and a fast focd establistunent, and included
conducting energy audits and recarmending energy conservation measures.
The project was performed in accordance with Orlando Utilities Conmission
specifications and for custaners of OUC.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING TECHNOIJC:GY
ABSTRACrs OF UINSPONSORED RESEARCH

T TLE:

Computer Assisted Econanic Analysis

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

J.H.Dixon
ABSTRACT

The textb(:x)k currently used for ETI 3671, Technical Econanic
Analysis: "Engineering Economy" by L. Blank and A. Tarquin offers a
software package for solution of certain lengthy type solutions
ncountered in engineering econanic problems. This study was made to
eteonin if this soEtware were suitable for supplementary instructional
purpos s. The software is effective for solving the tedious problems,
u is
m
o the APPLE II canputer.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Statistical Analysis of Student Source, Design
Technology

PRI CIPAL INVEST GATOR·

J.H. Dixon
ABSTRACT

is investi ation was undertaken as a parallel investigation of the
ent sou ce for
rati ns Technology. These t"NO Technology options
hav sho,wn
f ecreas · ng enrollment. As a first step in
de erminin
of this trend as well as a {X)Ssible means of
si
, in o rm t"on was assembled showing various data about the
source of stu nts encol ed in this option. Most students cane from
local corrrnunity coll ges and have AS or AA degrees.

* * * * * * *
Canputer Program on Stepper Motor Control

' TLE:
PRIN IPAL

NVESTIGA.TOR:

Mr. H.L. Griffith
AB.STRACT

Complete the TRS-80 computer prcgram to operate a stepper motor and
control the s ed, direction and angular distance. The, subroutine to
con rol the angu ar accele~ation is not canplete. The program was used
as a t aching aid to teach stepper motor control and operation.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

Statistical Analysis of Student Source,
Operations Technology

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Mr. H.L. Griffith
ABSTRACT

The following infonnation was surrmarized fran the records of
cperations TechnolCXJy students during the Fall 1983 semester. All
students attend classes on the main campus.
(a)
(b}
(c)
(d)

(e)

a total of 41 students are attending, of which 41% are full-time and
59% part-time.
The following is the year matriculated followed by the number still
registered: 1977- 1, 1978-1, 1979-7, 1980-3, 1981-5, 982-9,
1982-12.
Upon entrance, 21% had a Florida AS degree and 34% a

Flo~ida

AA

degree.
1he average GPA on entrance into the Technology proeJram was 2.8.
17% came from Brevard Carmunity College, 12% fran Seminole Ccmnunity
College, 20% fran Valencia Corrmunity College, 15% fran other UCF
prCXJrams and 20% came frcm out-of-state.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Florida's Coastline Processes

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. Clarence M. Head, P.E.
ABSTRACT

The study evaluated the effects of man's activities along the
Florida coastline as a means of geanorphic change. Emphasis centered on
the interaction of natural processes of erosion and deposition with man's
coastal develoµnent. Study areas included the effects of groins and
jetties, seawalls, artificial beach nourishment, and destruction of
mangrove coastlines. The impact of cold and warm water rings of coastal
eco-systems was also investigated.
The study is continuing as additional data is accumulated.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Computer Simulation of Klein's Entrepreneural
System

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

DL. Clarence M. Head, P.E.

ABSTRACT
Several universities around the country offer a composite
engineering/entrepreneu:r-al evaluation service for would-be inventors.
The service evaluates inventions from both an engineering and
entrepreneur basis and provides the inventor with a technical and salable
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ev luation of this idea. Klein has developed manual system for such
evaluations. This project developed a canputer simulation of Klein's
system, the idea of developing a similar service through the auspices of
COE and the College of Business.
The simulation is undergoing continued evaluation.

* * * * * * *
ITL :

Evaluation of Concepts of Water CONSERV I

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

&

II

Dr. Clarence M. Head, P.E.
ABSTRACT

1h stu y evalu ates the history, needs and reasons for developnent
of O SERV I & II, and examines the plans, designs and operational
c ncepts of tie two pr<:XJrams. Anticipated problems and o:perational costs
are c pared vis-a-vis the benefits derived.

e stu y is continuing as additional data is accumulated.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:
PRI CI AL I

Ccxnputer Engineering Technology Curriculum
Topics
TIGATOR:

Prof. K. Osborne, P.E.
ABSTRACT

A tudy was conducte to detennine relevant topics for computer
en ineecing ech ol y classes. The study involved interviews and
on-site visits to 12 canpanies in Brevard County. The study indicated a
n e
for. the following topics: system timing troubleshooting using logic
analyzers, micr prcx::essor developnent systems, microsystem testers,
overview of us systens, C-language prograrrming, interfacing techniques,
system inte r tion of peripherals including handshaking techniques. The
most si nificant finding was a need for diagnostic prograrrming techniques
or troubleshex>ting hardware problems.

* * * * * * *
· ITLE:

Canputer Assisted Student Advising Program

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Frank J. Sammer
ABSTRACT

'!his program provides autanated analysis of a student's prior course
work for transfer to meet University of Central Florida, College of
Engineecing, Engineering Technology ~partment requirements. The
analysis match s a student's course work at UCF, a Cc:mmunity College and
up to two other schools to UCF requirements for the categories of General
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Education, Lower Level Tech Transfer, Free Electives, Upper Level Tech
Core, and ENT Major (Option). The latter includes the options of
Electronics Technolo;:Jy, ~sign Technolo;:Jy, ~erations Technology, and
Environmental Control Technology. Predetennined Carrounity College
courses suitable for meeting the General Education requirements are
included in the prCX]ram. The program verifies that the student has met
semester hour requirements for each category and has earned at least 64
credits at Senior Institutions. Printouts, by students, as selected by
the operator, include all the data acct.nnulated for each student, a
listing of possible courses to be taken, and data for petitioning the
College of Arts and Scienoes to accept transfer courses to meet the
General Education requirements. Provision is made for adding new
students, and adding, changing or deleteing data for any student.
Unauthorized access to the data is denied by means of an access routine
that uses student- specific data.
'lllis prCx;Jram has been developed to execute on the Radio Shack TRS-80
£11krlels II, 12, and 16.

* * * * * * *
A Process Control Language

TITLE:

DIPSTK

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

C.C. Strange, Jr.
ABSTRACT

Process control languages are generally ccrnplex and machine
oriented. Their use requires a high degree of skill, not only in the
control process knowledge, but also in the prograrrrning. On one extr-e
control programs are written in assembly language. 1his is a time
const.nning process and the high investment is tailored to a specific
application. The resulting programs are difficult to ccnrnunicate between
the prcx.Jrarrmer and the user. On the other extreme , at tempts have
recently used high-level languages, i.e. FORTRAN, but these still require
assembly- level supplements. In general, only the programmers know what
the pro;Jram does. Thus a void exists between the progran:u:ner and the
user.
This paper presents a user-oriented, high-level language, DIPSTK,
which has the following design objectives:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

can control both digital and analog signals
is easy to learn and carmunicate
provides the necessary user operating support
integrates a graphical data display, and
is easily modified for additional control structures

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

Natural and Forced Convective Heat Transfer in a
Vertical Pipe

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

H.E. \"brbs, P.E.
ABSTRACT

'!his study deals with the experimental results for upward flow of
water in a vertical pipe. The system under consideration is a flow
upward situation with the pipe open at the top to atmospheric pressure.
Fluid pressure at the bottan of the steam-heated section is controlled by
a constant weir overflow hydrostatic head. A calming section upstream of
the heate section insures that fully developed flow occurs at the start
of the heated test section.
Tile experimental results are first canpared to the constant wall
t mpera ure predictions first developed b¥ Martinelli and Boelter. While
the a re ment is quite good, the results are sanewhat higher. Graetz
numbers w re varied between 5 and 22 with co~responding va~iation in the
natural convection parameter bet-wen 1.3 x 10 and 5.3 x 10 •
An an lytic ,1 ifferential equation was then developed and used to
evaluat th heat transfer for the constant wall temperature case. '!his
analyt·cal t 1 was then used to canpute the heat transfer for the
varyin wa 1 temperature case. Besides explaining the upward shift in
the data the equations presented in the study may be used to detennine
t e pr scribed temperature vat:"iation in the fluid ,.
Completed in 83-84

* *
I LE:

*

* * * *

A Method for Classifying Walls into 'll1ermally
Similar Groups

ABSTRACT

The ASHRAE Ccx:>ling Load Temperature Difference (CLTD) method has
been us d by HVA:C designers in Air Conditioning calculations. ~e
di fer nt available walls have been categorized into functional groups
according to the overall heat transfer "U" value and the wall's thermal
capacity. Unfortunately the data is tabulated in a fonnat which does not
end itse E to h
etermination of a wall grouping for a specific value
of wa 1 "U" v lu and thermal capacity.
A study was undertaken which showed that all of the ASHRAE data
could
correlated as a function of wall thermal resistance multiplied
by th wall th rmal capacity. 'Ihis lead to the developnent of graphical
appro ch which shows the boundary conditions for the wall grouping
paramet r as a function of "U 0 value and wall weight.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

A Friendly Microprocessor Approach to the
~termination of the Thermodynamic Properties of
Moist Air

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

H.E. W'.Jrbs
ABSTRACT

The detennination of the explicit solution to the thermcxiynamic
properties and moisture content of moist air f ran known values of
dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperature has been available for sane time.
Computer codes have been written in FORTRAN and BASIC languages utlizing
algorithms that permit the solution for the enthalpy and specific
humidity of moist air fran known input of dry- and wet-bulb temperature
and barcmetric pressure of the air-water vapor mixture. As is often the
case, dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity are known, and unless
the program user wishes to consult a psychrometric or a wet-bulb
depression chart to obtain web-bulb temperature, the efficient use of a
ca:nputer is circumvented and the solution to the problem is implicit, at
best.
The objective of this paper is to present an algorithm for the
detenniniation of wet-bulb temperature as a function of dry-bulb
temperature and relative hlllllidity. By interacting with the
microprocessor canputer only, the user is able to determine enthalpy and
specific humidity for the air-water vapor mixture and also account for
the variation in these properties as a function of site altitude.

* * * * * * *
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DEPARTMt:NT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

NGINEERING MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DEPARI'MENTAL REPORT
{Acting) Chairman:

Dr. C.S. Bauer

Faculty:

A.J.A. Babu (Visiting), C.S. Bauer, J.E. Biegel, G.H.
Brcx::>ks, R.D. Coering, Y.A. Hosni (LDA AY 83-84),
H.I. Klee, D.G. Linton, G.F. Schrader, J.A. Sepulveda,
L.L. Smith, C.J. White, and G.E. Whitehouse.

y Whitehouse has elected to step down fran the Chainnanship
to fu l ime teaching1 and research. He is on leave to hold a
ion a the Naval Training F,quiµnent Cente,r (NTEC) facility
n 1983-84. Dr. Whitehouse continues his work with small
itor of IIE's Mini/Micro Computer Column. He edited a new
war an Canputers for IE Managers, IIE Press, January 1984.
Search is underway to identify Dr. Whitehouse's successor.
Coering is continuing his research interest in Energy
Systems with IIE and Florida Engineering Society Corrmittee
is als serving as Executive VP of Alpha Pi Mu. Dr. Jose
ntinuing his research on the impact of Medicar,e Payment
s r cen ly canpleted work on a Schaum's Outline on
y to be published next surmner. Dr. Leighton Smith is
s
h gra ts involving hl.llllan factors for NASA and on an
in e11· ence test bed system for the U.S. Anny PM TRADE
D
Snith is also serving as an advisor to the ERGOMA
r of its forthcaning meeting in Geneva,
rr 11 Linton is providing research project management
Mrs. Lucy Morse canpleted her MS program in the
n joined the faculty as an instructor. She has developd a
innov · ive orientation programs for minority students
n
in er ste in n ineering. Dr. Yasser Hosni is on a 2 year leave to work
with the National Science Organization of Kuwait. Dr. A.J.G. Babu is
serving as a visi ·ng faculty with the ~partrnent in the Operations
se rch nd Applied Statistics areas. Dr. George Brooks is developing
n acad mic concentration in Software Engineering.
Dr. John Biegel
continu
his effo ts in expanding the I:epartment's programs in Cornputier
nt grat
M nufa uring. Dr. Chris Bauer is serving as the founding
Di ect r
h Univecsi y'' s new Institute for Simulation and Training.
ac ivi i s t date have included the establishment of a new MS
ram in s·mulation Systems and a series of short course
inclu ing Software Engineering for Training IEvice Systems.
p

Delta Airlines' SKY Magazine recently carried an article; on
1
s Si ·con Triangle, reporting Central Florida's explosive growth

Fl,o rid
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in high technology research, developnent and manufacturing activities to
augment what has traditionally been an agribusiness/tourism econany. UCF
sits in the middle of this triangle, which runs fran Daytona to Meltx>urne
to Tampa and back. Our new Engineering Building is under construction
and on schedule for mid-1985 occupancy. New laboratories for Industrial
Engineering use will be provided for Computer-Aided Manufacturing,
Computer-Aided lesign, Industrial Engineering and Human Factors, and
Computer-Aided Instruction. The Central Florida Research Park located on
1400 acres next to the main University campus is rapidly acquiring a
variety of high-tech clients with research and light-manufacturing
activities. The I:epartment hosted the 3rd International/6th National
Computers and IE Conference in March.
Things
The New College of Engineering research canputer system has been
on-line since ~cember 1983. A central DEC VAX Canputer and DEC Raintx:>w
personal canputers in faculty off ices constitute the system. The IE
~partment Robot lab is acquiring a vision system and remote centering
compliance grippers for its PUMA 500 system. Two HERO robots and an RBSX
unit will add to our small robot armada this year. Several
canputer-based data acquisition systems were acquired to support field
work, including a HUSKY portable canputer guaranteed to operate 10 feet
under water!
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D PAR'IM NT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS AND C~PUTER SYSTEMS
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Bcx:>ks and Monographs

1.

· 2.

Sepulveda, J .A . Schaum s Outline: Engineering Economics with B.
Gott ried and W. Sanders (New York: McGraw-Hill) 1984, 300
pages.
1

'

itehouse, G.E. Software for Engineers and Managers (Norcross, GA:
Industr·a1 Engineering and Management Press) 1984, 123 pages.
(Editor of Book)
blished
National Journals {Peer Refereed)

Inte

l.

Bau

, C
"A Gra uate Curriculum for Simulation/Training
Prof ss'onal," Proceedings of 1984 Simulators Conference~
So iety for Computer Simulation, Norfolk, VA, (April 1984).

2.

Doeci

, R. D., Beck, J .K. et .al., "Passive Solar, low Energy
Bui ing ~sign Demonstration Project," Proceedings Institute
foe I ustrial Engineering Annual Fall conference, (November
983).

3.

n

Whi ehouse, G., Lintin, D., Morse, L.
"A Simulation of
vy Training p·pelines,n Journal of Computers and

nus r· 1
4.

i

ngineering, 7, (4), 257-266, (1983).
Flight Simulation - Can

~ Get There from Here and
Society for Computer Simulation
Conference, Norfolk, VA, {April 1984).

r h It?"

~~~~~~~~~~~

5

itehouse, G.E. uA Comparison of Computer Search Heuristics to
An yze Activity/Networks with Limit,e d Resources," Project
Mang ent Quarterly, 14, (2), 35-40, (June 1983).
e,r-Refer:-eed)
ring, R.D., r=enning, R.G. "Fooo Service Facilities Energy Audit
Cas S udies Not book," Conservation Division Orlando Utilities
Corrm'ssion, 130 pages, (April 1984).
larly W:xks

1.

Sylla, Cheickna and Babu, A.J .G., "Computer Aided Layout. of
Procedure Information for Training and Job Aiding," TAEG Rei;x:>rt
11-83, Training Analysis and Evaluation Center Naval Training
8quipnent Center, Orlando, FL, 250 pages.
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2.

Whitehouse, G.E. "Microcanputers in Manufacturing," Furniture
Cesigned Manufacturing, 68-75, (~cember 1983).

3.

Whitehouse, G.E. Institute for Industrial Engineering Micro
Software
Econanic Analysis-IBM PC Version
Production Control-IBM PC Version
W'.:>rk Measurement-IBM PC Version
Project Management-IBM PC Version
Forecasting-IBM-PC Version
~rations Research-IBM PC Version
Operations Research-Apple Version
~rations Research-Radio Shack Version
Published by Industrial Engineering and Management Press, Norcross,
GA, ( 1984).

Presentations
International Meetings
1.

Babu, A.J .G. and Ramesh, R.,

"Efficient Search Algorithms for
computerized Readability Editing System/' ~rations Research
Scoeicty of America/The Institute of Management Science Joint
National Meeting, Orlando, FL, November 1983.

2.

Babu, A.J.G. and Huang, W.

3.

Babu, A.J .G. and Rao, A.M. "Mathematical ~eling of the Weber
Problem in the Presence of Two Convex Non-Intersection
Forbidden Regions," ORSA/TIMS Joint ational Meeting, Orlan o,
FL, November 1983.

4.

Babu, A.J.G. and Aykin, Turgut. "The Weber Problem on a Surface,"
ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Orlando, FL, November 1983.

5.

Babu, A.J.G. and Aykin, T. "Constrained La.rge Region Locat'on
Problems-I," ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Orlando, FL,
November 1983.

6.

Babu, A.J.G. and Aykin, T.

7.

Babu A.J.G. and Ramesh, R. "Efficient Generations - Randon Points
fran Nonconvex Polygons," ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting,
Orlando, FL, November 1983.

8.

Babu, A.J.G. "Large Region location Problems," International
Federation of ~erations Research Societies 10th International
Conference, Washington, D.C., Au:]ust 1984. (Accepted for
Presentation).

A Profit-Maximizing Mcxlel for Faci ity
location," ~rations Research Society of America/The Institute
of Management Science Joint National Meeting,Orlando, FL,
November 1983.
0

"Constrained Large Region Location
Problems-II," ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Orlando, FL,
November 1983.
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9.

Bauer, C.S. "A Graduate Curriculum for Simulation/Training
Professionals," 1984 Simulators Conference, Society for
Computer Simulation, Norfolk, VA, April 1984. (Dr. Bauer was
invited session chairman.)

10.

Seigel, J. "The Future of Computer Aided Manufacturing," Tampa Bay
Chapter of the Nt..nnerical Control Society, Tampa, FL.

11.

Riegel, J., Washburn, D. "A 'User-Friendly' Robot Cperator Training
Aid, 0 Thrid International and Sixth National Conference of
Computers and Industrial Engineering, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

12.

Biegel, J. "Artificial Intelligence, Experts Systems and Computer
Aided Manufacturing," Third International and Sixth National
College of O:mputers and Industrial Engineering, Orlando, FL,
March 1984.

13..

Biegel, J. "Needed Roootic r:evelopnents," Third International and
Sixth National Conference of Computers and Industrial
Engine rin , Orlando, FL, March 1984.

14.

Brooks, G.H. "Protective Prograrnning in Pascal," Conference on
Computers and Industrial Engineering, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

15.

l):)ering, R. D. 'Energy Management of Central Energy Plant," Spring
Institute for Industrial Engineering Conference, Louisville,
KY,
rch 1983.

16.

J:bering, R.D., Beck, J .K., et.al. "Passive Solar and I.ow Energy
Bui ding Design IX:mlonstration Project," Fall Institute for
ndustrial Engineering Conference, Toronto, Canada, November
1983.

17.

ring, R.D., Beck, J.K. "Field Experience with Passive Cooling
Sci nee a d Technology for ~velopnent, Orlando, FL, November
983.

18.

I::oer·ng, R.D., Bauer, C.S. "Training Simulator for waste Water
Tr atm nt Plant ~raters," Sixth National and Third
Int rnational Conference on Computers and Industrial
Engineering, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

1 •

Klee, H. "The Use of Microcanputers in the Teaching of Dynamic
Systems Analysis," International Conference on Computers in
Industrial Engineering, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

20.

Linton, D., Belkerdid, M., Whitehouse, G.E. "Estimating
Reliability of Cellular Radio Conmunication Systems
Simulation," Sixth National and Third International
on Industrial Engineering, Orlando, FL, March 1984.
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the
Using
Conference
{Abstract)

21.

Sepulveda, J. and Atkins, T. "Diagnosis Related Groups: Impact on
Productivity and Quality of Care," Third International
Conference on Computers and Industrial Engineering, Orlando,
FL, March 1984.

22.

Smith, L. nvisual Flight Simulation - Can ~ Get There fran Here
and Will It Be WJrth It?" Society for Canputer Simulation
Simulators Conference, Norfolk, VA, April 1984.

23.

9nith, L. and Kirkland, C. "Level Curve Concept for Facility
Planning Using the APPLE II Graphics Tablet," Sixth ational
and Third International Conference on Canputers and Industrial
Engineering, Orlando, ~L, March 1984.

24.

Whitehouse, G.E. "Significant ().lestions to Ask ~en Selecting a
Microccmputer," Computers and Industrial Engineering
Conference, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

25.

Whitehouse, G.E. 'Electronic Spreadsheets: Something that I.E.
Should Consider," Canputers and Industrial Engineering
Conference, Orlando, FL, March 1984.

Regional Meetings
1.

Bauer, C.S. "Everything You Always Wanted to KnO\itl about
Microcomputers in Engineering Practice but ~re Always Afraid
to Ask," hnerican Public v.brks Association National Convention,
Orlando, FL, May 1984.

2.

Whitehouse, G.E. "Microcomputers and the IE,• Greensville, Tech,
Greensville, NC, September 1983.

3.

Whitehouse, G.E. "Institute for Industrial Engineering Micro
Software, MTM Conference, Nashville, 'IN, October, 1983.

4.

Whitehouse, G.E. "Selection of Micnx:anputers," Institute for
Industrial Engineering Regional Conference, Buffalo, NY, April
1984.
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SEMINARS, SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND EMINENT SPEAKERS
1.

(4>erations Research Society of America/The Institute of Management
Science National Meeting, chaired sessions, Orlando, FL, November
1983. ((A.J.G. Babu}

2.

<:perations Pesearch Society of l\merica/The Institute of Management
Science Meeting, invited to chair, San Francisco, CA, May 1984.
(A •.J .G. Babu)

3.

Interna ional Conference on Computers and Industrial Engineering,
chaired sessions, Orlando, FL, March 1984. (A.J.G. Babu)

"Intr uct'on to Microccmputers for Industrial Engineers, Orlando,
L
{G . • Wh·tehouse, C.S. Bauer)
nu
pt
June
5.

11

r

25-27
28-30
22-24

n ro to Mic occmputers for Industrial Engineers, 1984, Orlando, FL

{C .S. Bauer")

anuary
September
6.

30-31,
29-30,

'So t.ware Engineering for Training
COrpor tion, San Diego, CA,

anuary

~vice

Managers," Cubic

12-14

7.

Univers'ty of Central Florida/Florida Engineering
Society- n in ering Intern Review Course - Session on Computers,
University of Central Florida, Sept. 12, 1983. (C.S. Bauer)

B..

'Ro tics Overview," Plorida Section, l\rnerica Society for Mechanical
Engineers, March 22, 1983. (C.S. Bauer)

"Expert Systems," Vbrkshop at Third International and Second
N tional Co ference on Computers and Industrial Engineering.
(J. Bi1
e g 1)
10.

Proposed and developed a course in Pascal Programming for the
Computers in Industrial Engineering. (J. Biegel)

11.

"Project ngineering," Continuing Frlucation,
March 1984. ( R .. D. Doering, G. V. Amico, G. E.
Professional Engineer and Engineering Intern
Engineering Society, November 21, 23, 1983.
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3 days, November 1983,
Whitehouse) •
Review course, Florida
(R.D. [X)ering)

12.

"Introouction to Microcanputers for Industrial Engineers," 2-day
workshop, College of Extended Studies, University of Central
Florida, March 26-27, 1984. (D.G. Linton}

13.

Professional ~velopnent Day for Reentry Vbmen, University of
Central Florida, July 19, 1983.
Walker Junior High Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in
Engineering tour of campus and mini-seminars, University of Central
Florida, April 11, 1984. (Lucy Morse)

14.

"'Human-Computer Interaction," Orlando, FL, March 29, 1984.
Smith)

15.

Session Chairman, Third International and Sixth National Conference
for Canputers and Industrial Engineering, University of Central
Florida, March 29, 1984. (C.J. Mlite)

16.

"Use of Microcanputers to Solve Practical Industrial Engineering
Problems," Presenter and Coordinator of a 3 day College of Extended
Studies W::>rkshop, June 1983, January 1984. {G.E. Whitehouse)

17.

"Improving the Productivity of your Industrial Engineering
repartrnent Using Microcanputers,' one day seminars sponsored by
Institute for Industrial Engineering. (G.E. Whitehouse)
May

May
November
November
18.

(L. L.

20, 1983
Louisville
21, 1983
I.ouisville
4, 1983 - Toronto
5, 1983
Toronto

"Effective Utilization of Microcomputers by the Industria
Engineer," sponsored by Institute for Industrial Engineering.
Whitehouse)

(G.E.

July
. 25-26
Atlanta
September 26-27 - Atlanta
January
19-20 - Atlanta
February
23-24
Atlanta
March
1-2 - Atlanta
19.

"Selection of Software for Industrial Engineering Applications," two
hour workshop, Computers and Industrial Engineering Conference,
Orlando, FL, March 24, 1984. (G.E. Whitehouse)
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ABSTRACTS OP

SPONSORED RESEARCH

TITLE:

Implementation of New University Institute for
Simulation and Training

PR N PAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. C.S. Bauer, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF Off ice of Graduate Studies and Naval
Trainin;J F.quipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-054
ABSTRACT

Dr.. C.S.

ue was appointed Acting Director of the new Institute
imu
ion an '!raining in i:ecember 1982. Tilis organization provides
(1) s cializ d research services using University faculty and students,
(2) speci ize slot courses for industrial and governmental
organizations , an
(3) provide other services of general nature to
supper the simul tion and training carrnunity. A new M.S. program in
s·rnul tion Systems was initialized by the Industrial Engineering and
Man g ent Sys ems ~partment in the Fall of 1983 to support the
Ins itute's miss.on
*

* * * *

*

*

TITLE :

CNATRA Training Management Information System

PRI

G.H. Brooks, P.E.

IP L NVESTIGA.TOR:

Naval Training Equipnent Center
GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-062
ABSTRACT

Th thrus of this effort was to furnish cooperative assistance in
explorin the use of microcanputers for the training of clerical
pers nnel in th Navy. A simulation model was developed.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Materials Requirement Planning Using a
Microcanputer

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. George H. Brooks, P.E.

PONSORING AGENT:
GRANT NUMBER:

OCF EIES
21-1699-054
79

ABSTRACT
A system of three programs for a microcomputer to do materials
requirement planning was developed, using a computation concept dif erent
fran that employed on larger ccmputers. The -Gozinto' method is used for
structuring Bill of Material data, and matrix multiplication is used for
data manipulation and report generation. The system is relatively fast,
and uses disc memory to alleviate memory constraints. Written in UCSD
Pascal, it is usable in many microcomputers.
PUBLICATIONS:

Brooks, G.H., "Materials Requirement Planning with a
Microcomputer."
Presented at 5th ational and 2nd
International Conference on Computers and Industrial
Engineering, Orlando, March 1983, and accepted for
publication in Computers and Industrial Engineering
Journal.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Course Prioritization

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. George H. Brooks and
Dr. Darrel Linton

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training Equi_pment Center {TAEG)

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-065

ABSTRACT
Student projects at Naval Training Equipnent Center, and assistance
in developing an algorithm for course prioritization.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Technical Assistance Program Energy Conservation
Measures

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. R.G. Cenning, P.E. and
Dr. R.D. DJering, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Governor's Energy Office and UCF Administration
ABSTRACT

Energy Audits and Technical Assistance Program Investigation for the
Student Services Building and the &iucation Complex. Also, a study of
Energy Conservation Measured to be implemented for the following UCF
buildings: Village Center, Classrcx::rn Building, Engineering, Student
Services and the Education Complex.

80

nergy conservation measures studied in the project included: Use
of Solar Film on windows, High Efficiency Motors for Air Handling Units,
Solar Cbmes ic Water Heating, Dishwasher f\bdification, Modification of
Autanat'c Opening [):)ors, and HVAC improvements.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

PRIN

AI Test Bed Project Front End Analysis

PAL !NVF TIGA'IOR:

s

Dr. R.D. Ibering

PM Trade

GRANT

UMB R:

20-2100-068
ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence Research Test Bed requires an
1
subsystems to achieve a set of specified
nc · ns within a set of given constraints. As such it
n
an manage as a system to ensure all interface
r i en ified and resolved among the subsystem so that the
ove a
tectiveness of the final product is maximized.
To achieve h's objective a caceful front end system analysis at the
perf
nee level is required together with a formal
y o alloc te these perfonnance parameters to the subsystems,
u ntly 1
r level subsystems, while maintaining the design
the
tal system. It is important to recognize that this
p- own" esign process; a "bottcm-up" design can only result
sy t
integration.
Syst n Eng'n ering Technical Plan (SETP) and Systems Engineering
!:lll""ll.r:::n'T\Clont P an (
)
e developed using the Navy MIL-STD HDBK 226
Th'
the init'al docL.llnentation for the Front End
th
~ s
Bed project. Requirements Allocation Sheets,
k o·
am/Texts, he system and imnediate sub-system level,
scription [X)clllttents, in addition to schedules of all
with attendent expenditures were prepared for the total
y 1986.
n

* * * * * * *
velopnent of an Energy Conservation Case Study
Notebook foe Food Service Facilities

T 'U :

P INC

AL

NV~:ST

GATOR·

Dr. Robert D. lbering and

Dr. Richard G.
SPON ORIN

RANT NUMBER:

~nning

Orlando Utilities Carmission
28-1624-003

81

ABSTRACT
The objective of this research was to develop a prototype energy
conservation case study notebook for food service facilities which ~uld
provide a reference source for energy use audits. Similar notetxx>ks were
to be developed for other:- SIC functional classifications, e.g.,
supennarkets, hotel/motel, etc. in the caT1nercial area. The initial
portion of the notebook consisted of a surrmary of energy conservation
projects based on actual cases which described the project; its
application and its econanic evaluation. The second portion of the
notebook was to consist of on site technical audit case studies on
custaner facilities as designated by Orlando Utilities Corrmission.
Initially, a fast fcxxj and a full service restaurant were selected by
OUC. The results of these audits were summarized in the notebook and
others will be added as canpleted. W:>rkshop/seminars will be conducted
for restaurant owners/managers using the notebcx:>k source material.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Evaporative Condensers for Resi ential A/C
Systems in Hunid Climates

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. H.E. Klee, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1699-086

~IES

ABSTRACT
The use of evaporative condensers for residential A/C systems was
investigated. Initial results indicate significant savings are possible
as a result of reduced compressor o_perating pressure and temperature.
Refrigerant cycle Coefficient of Performance increased by as much as 30%
at outdoor relative humidities of 70% and dry bulb temperature of 9S°F
for a 1 ton centralized system.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

EIES/NfIPP Training Aids

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. D. Linton, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Training F,quiµnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-075
ABSTRACT

Create computer aided instruction format models for materials to
teach special skills within the Naval Technical Infonnation Presentation
Pr-ogram.

* * * * * * *
82

TITLE:

EIES/NAVMAT Civilian Personnal Autanated Budget
System (NCPABS)

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. D. Linton, P.E.

SPONSORING AG NT:

Naval Training F.quipnent Center

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2601-006

ABSTRACT
v lop ccxnputer programs to autanate and track various budget
systems foe NCPABS.

* * * * * * *
TITLE

PRI

EI8S/Autcmated Page Layout

IPAL INVESTI

TOR:

Or. D. Linton, P.E.

Nava

NUMBER:

Training F.quipnent Center

20-2100-063
ABSTRACT

velo
c
t

nt of s ate-of-the-art techniques in authoring; editing;
ypeset ·ng; etc., applied to the process of publishing Navy
tion manuals.

*

GRANT

* * * * *

Operation CARE

T TLE:
PRI CI

*

L

NVf.S'

Lucy tvbrse
Robert D. Kersten

AG NT.

Westinghouse Educational Foundation

UMBER:

78-9705-014
ABSTRACT

The purpose of the Operation CARE (College Awareness and Readiness
foe _ngineering) at the University of Central Florida is to encourage
high 1?0tenti.al minor:-ity students to pursue engineering as a profesdsion
by provi ing them with the motivation to take the proper prerequisite
cours s in hi h school. CARE, a campus SUimler residential program,
serves as a vehicle to clarify an engineer's role in society and assists
th stu ents in identifying the different engineering disciplines.

* * * * * * *
83

TITLE:

Inmunologic Pathogenesis of Mitral Value
Prolapse

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IOR:

Dr. L. Acierno (Resp. Therapy)
Dr. M. Sweene {Bio. Science)
Dr. J. Sepulveda I EMS)
1
(

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF Research Council

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to detennine the existence of inmune
mechanisms and the pathogenesis of the so-called primary form of M.V.P.
This is a pilo_t study with the aim of detection of an inum.me patholo;iic
process in tissues acquired fran mitral valvectany and concanitant
papilary muscle biopsy as well as fran cadavers. The sampling
populations will consist of ten surgical patients, ten cadavers and a
number of controls matched by age, sex and race. Non-parametr ic
techniques will be used in the statistical analysis of the results.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Maintenance Training Subtask

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAWR:

Dr. Leighton L. Smith

SFDNSORING AGENT:

S. and TD Task Force (NTEC)

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-054
ABSTRAC T

A detailed literature review into the history of mainte nance
training programs was conducted. An assessment of the curre nt state o f
technolo;Jy in the maintenance training environment was made with
recorrmendations of potentially beneficial avenues of basic research in
this area being made. A comprehensive basic research proposal was
prepared and submitted to NTEJC, ONR, and the USAF Human Engineering
Division (Wright-Patterson AFB)

* * * * *

*

*

TITLE:

Artificial Intelligence Test Bed

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGJ\TOR:

Dr. Leighton L. Smith

SPONSORING AGENT:

PM TRADE

GRANT NUMBER:

20-2100-068
ABSTRACT

An extensive literature review w.as conducted to establish the state
of the art for human physiological parameter measurement as such relates
84

to human performance on a visually guided motor skill. The results of
the investigation were that there was neither a canmonality of purpose
nor f rn thod in published activities in this area. It was recamnended
that the physiological parametet""s of heart rate, respiration rate, muscle
potential, and brainwave would be suitable candidates for further
investigation in this area. Pt""oject was completed in ~cember 1983 •.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Model Developnent for Human Factors Interfacing

PRIN !PAL INVESTI

TOR:

Dr. Leighton L. Smith
NASA - Kennedy Space Center

UMBER:

20-1624-005

ABSTRACT
n lysis n e v luation of two labor intensive tasks will be
to sc ctain if the degree of labor intensiveness can be
uc
n he in r st of reducing potential for ht.nnan error. Project
an in ~c mber 1983 and is in progress.

* * * * * * *
A Year ·n Government

. ITLf·,:

RI

NVF. TI

R:

Dr. G.E. VVhitehouse, P.E.
N val Training Equiµnent Center
20-1624-004
ABSTRACT

his
the
involves
o

u

ese rch effort at NTEC involves the investigation of
puters in the NTEC envirorunent. The effort also
a feasibility study of an Input/Output Study

Mn

* * * * * * *
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ABSTRACTS OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH
TITLE:

Microcomputer Controlled Contour Machining

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Mr. Kripikar Punja and

Dr. John E. Biegel
ABSTRACT

An Apple microcanputer and a three-axis milling machine are the
basis of a CAD/CAM system at the University of Central Florida. 1he
milling machine axes are driven by three stepper motors under the control
of the apple microcanputer.
An interactive part design pr:ograrn was written for the Apple
microcanputer using the BASIC lang-uage. The design is entered at a CRT
and stored in memory or on diskette. Once the design is conplete the
milling machine and Apple are connected through an ISAAC interface. '!he
raw part is set up on the mill and control of the contouring operation is
by the Apple microcanputer. Currently we are doing contouring in a plane
and drilling operations. The uwrade will do contouring in
three-dimensions.
'Illis paper briefly describes the physical arrangement and the es·gn
and control programs. Although written in BASIC to run on the Apple II
microccmputer they should be easily reccx3ed for any canputer running
BASIC.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Use of Simulation with Canputer Graphics to
.Teach Systeins Analysis
Dr. H. Klee, P.E.
ABSTRACT

A digital simulation of the Technovate 9030 Process Control System
was developed fran a mathematical model. A linearization technique was
employed to solve for the approximate solutions yielding the system
response to a set of prescribed inputs. A graphics option is being added
which enables the user to visualize the process behavior.

* * *

k

* * *

86

TITLE ..

Evaluation of Residential Energy Conservation
Measures

P

Dr. H. Klee, P.E.

NCIPAL INVESTIG\TOR:

ABSTRACT

S veral w ath r cocrection techniques for analyzing the
f energy conservation measures have been proJ;XJsed. · A new
pproach based on a rncx::lif ied degree day for heating and ccx::>ling is used
in conjunction with a bin methcXI procedure for predicting residential
ergy consumption.

eff,e c ivenes

* * * * * * *
'

Estimating the Reliability of Cellular Radio
Corrmunication Systems Using Simulation

TL •

P I

PAL

NV

''I

TOR:

Dr. D.G. Linton, P.E.
ABSTRACT

eceivers with overlapping areas of coverage, an
eveloped for calculating the reliability of a simple
system. The analytical results are used to verify
ation mcx:iel of the system.

* * * * * * *
Application of Training Effectiveness Models to
Individu 1 Team Member Training Using Artificial
ntel 'gence Concepts

TI'IL

R

NVr. "I

Mr. G.V. Amico and
Dr. G.F. Schrader
ABSTRACT

h consi erabl emphasis is placed on basic training in the
rvices, the ultimate objective of all training programs is to
the
Ee ·veness of canbat units or teams. "As a trainee
th
h th various levels of training, the cost and canplexity
anti lly. '!he highest cost canponent of the system is
This is largely attributable to the high training
nt and support costs, and the relatively small student
r ture search s by the investigators have established
1 is the most frequently cited technique for choosing
- fEect've ins r.ucti nal elivery systems. In discussing the mojel
h author, it has been determined that the model is relatively
F.ffo~ts are underway to simplify the procedures.
How ver, wher the model nas been used, it has been effective. These
successful applicat'ons h ve been associated with the basic training

87

where there is usually a choice of delivery methods, each of which has a
varying degree of effectiveness and cost as a function of the skill being
taught.
Tilis research project related to the TECEP concept and investigate
the feasibility of decomposing the team training task into the individual
team member canponents.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Use of Low-Cost Part Task Trainers to lower
cemand on Training Simulators

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA.1DR:

Dr. H. Klee and Dr. J. Sepulveda
ABSTRACT

A project was initialized to develop a method for scheduling part
task trainers as a means of lowering demands on sophisticated tcainin
simulators while maintaining prescribed levels of operational r adiness.
In addition, research will concentrate on the definition of a conceptual
approach to introducing microcanputer technolcgy in the training
performance evaluation process.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Hospital Reimbursement Meth s - An Evaluat ·on
of Impact of Medicare Adoption of Diagnosis
Related Groups of Hospital Revenues

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

De. Jose A. Sepulveda
ABSTRACT

On October 1, 1983, Medicare started reimbursing hospit s under a
prospective program call DRG (Diagnosis - Related Groups). The
objectives of adopting this reimbursement system are to improve
efficiency, reduce administrative burdens on hospitals and assure users
of access to quality health care.
1he system provides nationally set rates decived fran base year cost
averages from. groups oE related diagnoses, with adjustments for severity,
local wage differences, and special cases (psychiatric, long, term,
pediatric hospitals are excluded}. The system allows hospitals to k,e ep
the profit (but have them take the loss) if they can provide care at a
cost smaller than the reimbursement rate. This research will focus in a
local hospital case- mix. Using digital canputer simulation, a
representative sample oE cases will be evaluated under the retrospective
(per diem) reimbursement method and under the prospective (DRG) approach.
The analysis will focus on ,PJtential management actions, hospital
productivity (global and partial) and profitability as well as on the
projected case mix of patients and its financial implications. The
clinical and financial data bases needed to monitor and control costs on
a DRG program will also be discussed.

*

*

* * * * *
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TITLE:

Effective Use of Microcanputers by the
Industrial Engineer

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. G.E .. Whitehouse, P.E.
ABSTRACT

This effort represents the continuing activity at UCF to be the
leader in the evelopment effective microcomputer application in the
Industrial Enginee·ring and Management Systems Environment.. BASIC
pro;Jrams in the areas of Statistics, Operations Research, Plant Layout,
a

1

Quality Control Spreadsheet applications have also been developed.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

Considerations Involved in Implementing Material
Requirements Planning in a Government Contractor Firm

CANDIDATE:

Susan B. Biberman

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. George H. Brooks
ABSTRACT

Tiie government often imposes requirements on their contractors for
the purpose of monitoring and control. Many government contractors
utilize a matrix organization structure to help cope with the
government's ever changing and challenging requirements. It is both the
government requirements and this matrix organization which lea to he
need for special information and features in a governm nt contractoc's
manufacturing/material control system. '!his report specifically
addresses those features which would be desirable in a gover ,ent
contractor's Material Requirements Planning system. 'Il1ese features
involve the operation of the master schedule, the bill of material, the
MRP software, the inventory files, purchasing, and shop floor control.
No single government requirement is in direct conf ict with the
intent of an MRP system. Ho-wever, the interpretation of these
requirements vary within the goverrunent agencies and between gover ent
contractors. 'Ille contractor, the appropriate government agency, and t e
software vendor, if applicable, need to work together to implement a
system which satisfies ooth internal management needs and government
requirements. This report contains features and considerations which
should be evaluated when a government contractor is implementing an MRP
system.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

A Robotic Vision System

CANDIDATE:

Murat Draman

E'ACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. John E. Biegel
ABSTRACT

The manufacturing industry is being increasingly oriented toward the
usage of computer controlled machines and machine vision techniques are
being implemented foe inspection, part handlinc], and assembly
applications.
Current industrial applications of machine vision and research
activities were studied to surrunarize the state of the art and the future
di.rections in the robotic vision field.
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A simple robotic v1s1on system was - put together to perfonn open-loop
find-and-grasp operations on a white marble placed on a black su~face.
An assembly language program was written to control an MC6800
microprocessor in gathering data fran an analog-to-digital converter
h
ke up to a camera. The scene image was analyzed, first globally,
then in a window oriented fashion to Eind the center of the marble, by
the miccoprocessor and the ccxKdinates of the center were sent to the
robot in the binary foan.
A VAL language prCXJram was written for the robot to receive the
coordinate data and to direct the r-olx>t to the specified location.
inally, the software methods used to find the marble location and
to chieve rnicroprocessor-robot ccnmunication were compared to other
approaches.

* * * * *
T[T

~:

CANDIDATE:
CUL Y. ADVI OR:

*

*

Analysis of Scheduling for Low Cost Part Task Trainers
William Fellows
Dr.. H. I. Klee
ABSTRACT

This stu y evelops a methodology for the analysis of Part Task
(PIT) r fr sh scheduling used in conjunction with large
tors. A human performance model is defined through the develop:nent
·ve equations and system randan variables. PIT scheduling
ar
r
rmed by employing a computer program simulation.
u r algorithm generates a set of randan vectors to represent the
rn
har tecist·cs of a sample group of individual trainees. The
rel t·c nship
n simulator scheduling time PIT frequency of
Liables are demonstrated through a sensitivity
r program is designed to be user interactive. This
PTT r.e r sh scheduling program to be used as an analytical
inves · ator and training planner. A canputer summary of
simul tor retraining times with PT!' refresh is provided to

* * * * * * *
'l ITL ·:

A Ccxnparative Study of Canputer Interfacing Techniques

for Military Training

CANDI QA.TE:
•'A

TY ADVISOR:

~vices

ry R. Fraas

Dr. Chris S. Bauer
ABSTRACT

This report surveys many of the interfacing techniques currently in
use on emerging military training devices. The primary focus of this
report s ssociat d with the hardware aspects of canputer interfacing.
After.
brief intrcx::fuction into the various aspects of military training
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devices, this study presents various canputer related interfacing
techniques used on military training devices. Topics addressed in the
study include custan designed interfaces, corrmercial packages, serial
camnunications with an emphasis on RS-232, -422, -423, and 449 serial
standards as well as local area netv.iorks. Then, a number of bus
standards are presented and finally, interface products pertaining to
ccmputers previously used for most training device applications are
Sl..IITffiarized.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

A Mini Apple Network For Apple II Plus Ccrnputers

CANDIDATE:

Michael E. Harnage

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr.

c.s.

Bauer
ABSTRACT

Computer networks have becane increasingly popular over the ast ten
years. A simple low cost Mini Apple Network that uses Apple II plus
computers and Apple's Parallel Interface Cards, is presented here. 1he
Mini Apple NetV10rk is driven by PIC DRIVER, a software prog~am that is
able to transmit an Applesoft array variable £ran one computer to
another.
'Ihree application programs are presented. A canparison is made of
the gain in execution time when one, t~, and three computers are used to
solve the same problem, namely Laplace's partial differential equation.
An increase in gain was obtained when the nl.D'llber of computers was
increased fran one to three. This gain, ho~ver, was not ideal, due to
the overhead associated with tr-ansmitting the data.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Models for Econanic Evaluation of Flexible
Manufacturing Systems

CANDIDATE:

Daniel P. Salomon

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. John E. Biegel
ABSTRACT

The cu~rent methods of econanic justification are not suitable for
identifying the benefits of automated manufacturing systems. This study
is an introduction to Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), its main
features, and the econanic benefits that can be expected.
The mcx:lels are designed to perform the following analyses:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Analysis of direct cost savings.
Analysis of the impact of incremental implementation on capital
recovery cos ts •
Analysis of the cost effects of improving machine utilization and
reducing manufacturing lead time.
Sensitivity analysis of the after-tax equilvalent uniform annual
cost of a FMS and a conventional system.
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The models are built to (1) utilize readily available data or
output data from simulation studies, (2) provide reliable results, and
(3) simplify readily to a small package of information that facilitates
effective decision making. To explain the models and to analyze
empirically the econanic performance of an FMS, the mcx:lels were fed with
published, assumed, or generated data. The output of each analylsis is
summarized in tables , depicted in graphs, and specific conclusions are
synthesized at the end of each model presentation.

* * * * * * *
T TLE:

Simulation of Naval Student Flow Using the Pipeline
Management r-tx:Jel

CANDIDATE:

Mary L. Sankey

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Gary E. Whitehouse
ABSTRACT

The U.S. avy's training system is an ,extensive, ccrnplex system of
interrelated an interacting canponents. This paper presents the results
of several approaches to the problem of modeling this system and
developin canputer programs to simulate and analyze its operation. Two
prog ams using special-purpose simulation languages, SLAM and GASP, are
escribed briefly. Two other programs, using the general-purpose
p ogi anming languages FORTRAN and BASIC are described in greater detail.
he PMM int ractive system is described and analyzed in the greatest
il. Possible future utilization of this FMM system for
ri nt ion and forecasting is also briefly discussed.

* * * * * * *
's t· mating Methoos for Pranotion Test Labor

TITL :

CANDI! TE:
ACUL;"

ADVISOR:

Garry K. Stonebraker
Dr. Darrell G. Linton
ABSTRACT

1his re rt mentions sane of the difficulties encountered by labor
s imato~s when pre icting the man-hours necessary to produce canplex
w apon systems. Spec.fie attention is focused on the tasks of testing,
trouble hooting, and retesting hardware.. Methods of estimating the
durations of thes_ activities and the expected number of times they will
r,equired will be discussed and illustrated by examples.
*

* * * * * *
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TITLE:

A "User-Friendly" lbbot Operator Training Aid

CANDIDA.TE:

IX:>nald A. Washburn

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr.

~ohn

E. Biegel
ABSTRACT

There will be an increasing demand for robot operators, since more
oa:npanies are using robots in production and material handling. In order
to train these would-be operators, a 'user-friendly' rooot operator
training aid was developed. lhis aid helps the trainee learn how to
program a i:-obot using on-line prograrrrning, and the trainee also obtains
valuable hands-on experience. Since this training aid is user-friendly
and has safety features, it requires little or no previous experience
with robots or canputers and minimal supervision. With this training,
the would-be operators will acquire a basic understanding of how they can
apply this experience to the prograrrrning of large industrial robots.
The RHINO XR-2 LObot was used, including sane of the peripheral
equipnent that can be easily interfaced with the RHINO. The system can
control ,e ight axes of motion. A controlling program was written in BASIC
language for the Radio Shack Model III microcanputer. 'Ihe canputer's
keyboard was used to simulate a teach pendant, similar to those used with
many industrial robots.

* * * * * * *
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The Department of Mechanical Engineering and l\erospace Sciences
continu
to focus on the developnent of educational programs of the
h'ghest ua 'ty. In graduate education, 6 students sat for the first
Ph.D. qualifyin
xaminations conducted by the department, and four
octo 1 stu nt currently are making rapid progress toward candidacy.
h d p r.
continued to offer Master of Science in Engineering and
ste o
nc degr es, and 9 students earned such degrees in the
1983-84
y r.
al importance of research to all MEAS educational pr<:XJrams
n·z
Several significant and pranising new research
e in'ti ted this year, and many longer term projects
successfully concluded. Dr. Anderson directed projects
ward un rstanding the behavior of aircraft in conditions of
He als in'tiate studies on large scale space power
n h s pursued continuing interests in hybrid
ic nd wind) energy systems. Professor Beck continued to
cs rch on laser beam control (with Dr. Phillips of EECS), on
ooli
t chniques, and on laser velocimetry.
Dr. Bishop
1
ojects in the areas of heat transfer and energy
flow visualization and parametric studies on feedwater
-"'""·""ch nical control optimization, biomass system
asibility, aninar film condensation, cogeneration, and
-dimensional con uction. Instructors Minardi and carpenter are
co-inv s ig
rs in sane of the these studies.
is

n Mechanical Systems, the department is pursuing research activity
u
tion, CAD, control, crashworthiness, experimental mechanics,
t·qu , frac u~e, kinematics, mate~ials, robotics and tribology. Dr.
Ch n in.ti t d new projects in artificial intelligence, in tactile
and in robotic control using fibre optic interference
In th energy systems area, Dr. Eno conducted a study to
t~nnin
th feasibility of solar-driven thermoelectric augmentation of
n-cycle oc an-thermal-energy-conversion (OTEC) plant. In addition,
no contr-ibute to the developnent of five-year research plans for
th Am cican Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) in the areas of heat transfer, fluid flow and solar
coo ing and he ting. Dr. Gunnerson began a new project under the
sponsor:ship of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on critical heat flux
mappin in nuclear reactors, and his work with Dr. Hosler on mathematical
in
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modeling of pressure surges in cryogenic liquid-vapor systems continu
under NASA sponsorship. Dr. HagedCX)rn's research activity was centered
in finite element methods as applied to the mechanics of materia s.
Various FEM codes are being implemented on newly installed university and
college canputer systems. Mr. Henry continued to attract research
support £ran Florida Power Corporation, and much of his work was centered
on the evaluation of magnetic flux treatment on condenser CCX)ling waters.
Mr. Henry collaborated also with Dr. Anderson on studies aimed at
improved wheelchair designs, and with Dr. Hosler on bicmass gasification.
Dr. Hosler himself had several sponsored projects in various areas in
energy systems. His research in academic year 1983-84 included studies
in two phase flow, absorption power cycles, coal-oil stabilization,
magnetic flux treabnent, and flow visualization.
Dr. Jenkins' research projects included studies on the impact
resistance of layered concrete slabs, and on other canposite materials.
In addition, he worked on a unique parameter idenfitifaction algorithm
for optimized canputer-assisted-testing. Dr. Jenkins' research further
includes the developnent of design criteria for coastal sturctures to
withstand extreme wind-wave loads. Mr. Minardi worked with Dr. Bishop to
canplete several projects sponsored by Westinghouse Steam Turbine
Division. His projects included studies on flow visual·zation, canputer
simulation for thennal design, as well as Co;Jeneration in citrus plants.
Dr. Moslehy continued the development of research facilities in
experimental mechanics, including laboratories for studies in
photoelasticity, laser speckle measurements, and holography. One of his
projects involves the developnent of a new non-contact technique for
autanated direct strain measurement using laser speckle spectral density
with an associated canputerized data reduction system. Dr. Moslehy also
pursued research interests in acoustic emission, modal analysis, and
applications of the boundary element method.
Dr. Nuckolls continued his research activity under the sponsocship
of the Federal Aviation Authority. His primary focus is the rrodeli g of
aircraft structures Eor crashworthiness. In addition, Dr. Nuckolls'
research interests include rrodel analysis, dynamics and autanotive
design. Dr. Rice initiated a prCXJr~n with Dr. Moslehy in tribology. A
new laboratory is under develofXUent, and a unique apparatus was designed
for wear testing of materials. Other pr:-ojects in rol:x)tics, CAD and
computer-based-education were continued. Dr:. Smith's research has been
devoted to canpletion of his second textbook "Principles of Materials
Science and Engineecing to be published by McGraw-Hill. When completed,
this text will contriubte most significantly to education and research
throughout the world.
The undergraduate pcogram continued to grow as 48 students earned
the Bachelor of Science in Engineering with the Mechanical Engineering
option. The total number oE undergraduates enrolled in the baccalaureate
program now exceeds 400 and is canplemented by a total graduate
enrollemnt which number:-s over 40. furing the 1983-84 academic year,
deparbnental comnittees studied various aspects of the undergraduate
curriculum, particularly the integration of design and of "the computer
within the program. The MEAS Student Organizations (America Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Society of Automotive Engineers, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, American Society of Metals, Pi Tau
Sigma) were again parti.cularly visible, and the corranitment of actively
involved faculty is clearly essential to this. Dr. Hagedoorn deserves
111
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special carrnendation for his leadership role with the student
organizations. In addition, many projects were undertaken in
collaboration with "industry" primarily in the senior design class
c< rdinat d by Dr. Anderson. Projects were conducted in cooperation with
NASA Kennedy Space Center, ~stinghouse Steam Turbine Division, General
Electric Robotics and Vision Systems Division, the Interplanetary
Society, and with several others.
Activity in the professional service area also continued at a high
level. Dr. Anderson served as Vice Chairman & Program Chairman of
Florida Section, America Society of l'1echanical Engineers, and Dr.
Hage oorn served as Chairman. Mr. Beck chaired the Departmental
Laboratory Corrmittee and advised the student chapter of .American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Dr. Bishop served as session
co-chair for the American Society of Mechanical Engineers-l\rnerican
Ins i ute of Chemical En ineers National Heat Transfer Conference, and
so
American Society Mechanical Engineers Winter Annual Meeting.
Dr. no secv
actively on several National Pmerican Society of Heating,
ration and Air Conditioning Engineers carroittees, and with Dr.
n,
·nat
th Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace Sciences
udy Proj
Dr. Gunnerson served on the Steering Corrmittee for
ulty
n t
n gave sever-al presentations to local schools on
nucle r nergy. Dr. Hagedoorn likewise participated with lcx:al school
pL s ntatio s, with the Citrus Engineering Conference, with the American
Soci y of
chanical Engineers Regional Student Conference in
Binn· ham, n w·th the Florida Engineering Society. Mr. Henry was
ac ·ve with Florida Section, America Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
ls supe vise the Solar Hot Water Heater can.petition for the Physics
O ympics .
. H sl r s rv d actively with America Institute of Chemical
n tion l awards and planning corrmittees. He was equally
loc l servic~ in orange, Seminole and Brevard counties, and he
Ge duate Ccmnittee and the COE's IEMS Department
orrm·tt e. Dr. Jenkins chaired UCF's Self Study
nc
R sources, COE's Ccmnittee on Chemical Engineering
i t e o
Research Coomittee Acquisition. In addition,
on inu
ct·ve participation in American Society for
ing
rials c mtittees on building construction, and he served as
Vic Ch irman n the Orange County Fire Prevention Code Boar-d of Appeals.
n addition, he served as faculty advisor to Tau Beta Pi. Mr. Minardi
vo unteer with local schools in Orange and Seminole counties,
robotics wor-kshop for Florida Section, America Society
ineecs. Dr. Moslehy served on UCF's Faculty Senate and
r to the department's Pi Tau Sigma chapter.
He is
ty tor- Experimental Stress Analysis nationally and with
Soci ty of n ineering Education regionally. Dr. Nuckolls
aculty advisor to Society of Automotive Engineers, and chaired
the MEAS Underg
uate Curriculum Comnittee. He was Vice Chairman of the
No th F or'da Group of SAE, and su~rvised the design and construction of
a new Mini- ja amphibious vehicle. Dr. Rice served on the Steering
Cannittee f UCF' Chairman' Council, and on the Patents and Copyrights
Committe . He continued as Chairman of the Publications Corrmittee of
Amer·c n sci yo Engineering Education's Division for Laboratory
Orient d . tudies, and with .A merican Society for Testing Materials'
Corrmittee on Erosi n and wear. Dr. Smith Continued his service with ASM
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as faculty advisor to UCF's student chapter and as secretary of the
Central Florida Chapter. Recruitment of new faculty remains a critically
important area in which work continues. Several outstanding candidates
have been identified frcrn a national _pool of applicants and we are
confident that we will attract new colleagues of the outstanding stature
we seek. Among current faculty, the department is particularly pleased
to note the Dr. Bishop received the Young Engineer of the Year in both
regional (FES) and national (National Society Professional Engineers)
canpetitions.
A listing of papers and presentations, detailing research and
scholastic activity of the faculty, follows.
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DEPARTM NT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE SCIENCES
URLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS Of PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Books and Monographs
1.

Smith, W.F.
York:

Principles of Materials Science & Engineering, (New
McGraw-Hill Book Co.) 1984.

Ar 'cles
Intern tional Journals (Peer-Refereed)
Anderson, L.A. "A Simulation Approach to Sizing Hybrid Photovoltaic
n Wind Systems, 0 Journal of Energy, 7 (6) 750-753,
(Nov mber-December 1983).

2.

3.

·sho , P . J. and Harrison, M.A. "A Parametric Study of Econanical
n
y Us
in Freezing Tunnels," America Society of Heating,
frigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers Transactions,
(J nu ry 1984).
is , J. , Gunnerson, F.S. and Nelson, R.A. "Considerations
for Mcx:leling Critical Heat Flux Behavior," Journal Nuclear
T chnology, sutxnitted March 1984.

hl

Jen.kins, D.R., Knab, L. I. and Clifton, J. "An Analytical Study of
Impact
sistance of Layered Concrete Slabs,"' Cement and
Concre e Research, (January, 1984).
n kw, K., Wayne, S •• , Nowotny, H. and Rice, S.L.

Mi
r c ure in the
93-10 , ( 1983).

6.

2.

"The Role of
of Selected Steels," V\lear, 85 (1),

Ric , S. L., Nowo ny, H. and Wayne, S .F. "Specunen Material Reversal
in Pin-on-Disc Tribotesting," vear, 88 (1), 85-92, (1983).

0 herly Scholarly
1.

~ar

An

rks

rson, L.A. and Henry, R. "Alternate Ib~r Sources for
Whe 1 h irs," UCF Report, (~c. 1983).
ck,

erin , R.D., et. al. "Field Experience with Passive
i·n T chniques in Florida," Proceedings Eighth
Int rnational Association of Science and Technolo;Jy for
r:evelopnent SymposiLun, Orlando, FL, (November 1983).

3.

Bishop, P.J. and Minardi, A. "Computer Simulation of Energy Loads
for Residences," EIES Final Re{X?rt, (January 1984).

4.

Bishop, P.J. and Minardi, A. "Effect of Drain Shield Size on Flow
Char-acteristics in Feedwater Heaters," Final Report to
~stingh use Corporation, (September 1983).
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S.

Chang, K.K. and Eno, B.E. "Feasibility of a Solar-Driven
Thermoelectric Heat PLnnp, 11 Proceedings of 18th Intersociety
Energy Conversion Engineering Conference _i, 1844, (August
1983).

6.

G..mnerson, F .S. "Nuclear Po'Wer: Is it Really a Safe Alternative?"
Fmphasis, UCF, (February-March 1984).

7.

Hosler, E.R. and Ghandeharioun. "Vapor Pressure Data for Potassium
Carl:x:>nate-Potassium Bicarbonate Solutions for Application to
Multiuse Fbwer Cycles," Proceedings 18th Intersociety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference, (August 1983).

8.

Pfister, P., Hosler, E.R. and Gunnerson, F.S. 'Mathematical M:>del
for Estimating Transient Pressure Surges in a Cryogenic
Liquid-Vapor System," Final Report to NASA, (October 1983).

9.

Jenkins, D.R. OCF/National Bureau of Standards Reports:
'Expansion
of ~ri vat ion of Plate F,quations," April, 1983. ' Cc:mnents on
Stresses and Strains Reported in Table I,• May 1983. "Cross
Plotting of Figure in Chen and Sib," May 1983.

10.

Minardi, A. and Bishop, P.J. "Flow Visualization in Feed.water
Heaters, Series A - Short M::xlel," Final Report to Westinghouse
Corporation, (September 1983}.

11.

t-bslehy, F .A. "An Interactive Photoelastic Data Analysis and
Combination With the Boundary Element Method," Procee s
Southeastern Conference on Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Callaway Gardens, GA, (May 1984).

12.

M:::>slehy, F.A. and Metwalli, S.M. "~velopnent of a Distributed
Breach for the Conical Shock Tube, .. Final report to the Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., (July 1983).

Presentations
International Meetings
l.

Beck, J.K., Ibering, R.D., et. al. "Field Experience with Passive
Cooling Techniques in Florida," 8th IASTED International
Symposium, Orlando, FL, November 1983.

2.

Bishop, P.J. and Harrison, M.A. "A Parametric Study of Econanical
Energy Usage in Freezing Tunnels," American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers Winter Park Annual
Meeting, Atlanta, GA, January 29, 1984

3.

Bishop, P.J. and Minardi, A. "WAD: Canputer Simulation for
Thennal llisign," American Society of Engineering Education
Annual Conference, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah,
June 27, 1984.
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4.

Eno, B. .
Th

5.

Dahlquist, .E., Gunnerson, F.S. and Nelson, R.A. "Critical Heat
Flux Mapping," Transactions of 3rd Multi-Phase Flow and Heat
Transfer Symposiurn-Ybrkshop, Clean Energy Research Institute,
Miami, FL, April 1983.

6.

Hosl r, E.R. and Ghandeharioun, s. "Vapor Pressure Data for
t ssium Carlx>nate - Potassium BicartxJnate Solutions for
App ication to Multi-use Ibwer Cycles," 18th Intersociety
n rgy conversion Engineering Conference, Orlando, FL, August

Chang, K.K. "Feasibility of a Solar-Driven
ctric Resident: and Heat Pump" 18th Intersociety
Conversion Engineering Conference, August 1983.

1983.
7.

slehy, F.A. "Data Analysis of Laser Speckle Interferanet.ry using
he HP S c Lill Analyzer," Southeastern Seminar in
ot
chanics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA,
rch 23, 1984.

8.

hy, F.A. "Applica ions of the Boundary Element Methoo to
'"'ynamics," Southeastern Seminar in Photanechanics,
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, March 24, 1984.
..... -.J. .........

Ric ,

w tny, H. and Wayne, S.F. "Speciman/Counterface Bulk
ness Effec s ·n Impact ~ar of 17-4 PH Steel Pairs,"
rnation 1 Group on ~ar of Engineering Materials, Mierlo,
th r n s, April 18, 1984.
ngs

1

2

rthiness rwt::x:ieling," UCF American Society of
rs, March 1984.

kolls, C • •
ch nic 1

"H . tory and Evolution of Mini-Baja," North Florida

ck lls,
Se

ion,

iety

f Autanotive Engineers, April 1984.
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ABSTRACTS OF SPONSORED RESEARCH

TITLE:

Alternate Ibwer Sources for Wheelchairs

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. L.A. Anderson, P.E. and
Mr. R.L. Henry, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

NASA-KSC

GRANT

NUMBER:

20-1626-004
ABSTRACT

'Ibis was a preliminary study to determine the feasibi ity of using
hydraulic motors and accumulator:-s to propel a wheelchair. Econanic and
mechanical feasbility was shown using a low grade propellant rechar ing
system. TI-le advantages of this system over the current electric
wheelchair were discussed including increased range, decreased size,
increased control, decreased maintenance and higher torque capacity.
This perliminary investigation will likely lead to demonstration projects
in the near future.
Publications:

Anderson, L.A. and Hnery, R.L., Alternate Ibwer Sources
for Wheelchairs, UCF, ~cember 1983.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

A Study of Surface Roughness Caused by Cratering
Phenanenon

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. I.Dren A. Anderson, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

Division of Sponsored Research, UCF

GRANT NUMBER:

28-2000-185
ABSTRACT

The objective of the project is to develop a technique to estimate
the increase in surface roughness in order to define drag and lift
penalties on a lifting surface subjected to heavy rainfall. A detailed
study of the cratering caused by rainfall striking the water film on a
lifting surface will be acccmplished.
*

* * * * * *
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T TLE.:

PRINCIPAL

.Research Planning
NVESTIGATOR:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.

Loren A. Anderson, P.E.
E. Ramon Hosler, P.E.
Fred s. Gunnerson, P.E.
Rodney L. Henry, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF EIES

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1699-089

ABSTRACT
Parts of four project objectives have been accomplished:
(1) A pre-proposal (White Paper) entitled "Analysis of large Scale
Space Power System Alternatives" was sub'nitted to AFWAL/POOC on
February 9, 1984 by Drs. Anderson, Gunnerson, and Hosler.
Discussions are in progress with AFWAL/POOC.
(2) A p O};X)Sal entitled "A Study of the Effects of Cratering on the
Ro hness of a Lifting Surface" was subnitted to NASA-Langley
on ebruary 8, 1984 by Dr. Anderson and Mr. Henry. A joint
U.S.-Spain catrnittee selected NASA-Langley for funding on the
Effects of Heavy Rain on Flight Vehicle Performance on February
7, 1984. 'nle UCF Proposal is pending.
( ) Dr. Anderson contributed to a proposal by North Wind Power Co.
to the U.S. Navy for construction and testing of a sea based
hybrid solar and wind CCJ'Tlnunications device. Discussions are
un erway with North Wind Power Co. on the technical feasibility
o
etting up a college prCXJram to analyze performance of the
hybrid system as a UCF task under this contract.
(4) On September 29, 1983, Captain John Thanas and Dr. Jim Wilson
w re visite by Dr. Anderson and Mr. Henry at AFOSR
He quarte~s in Washington, D.C. to discuss Air Force research
e d in Canputational Fluid Mechanics. Several directed
underway in preparation for a future proposal in

* *

* * * *

Reduction of Peak Energy Ianands by Use of
'Illennal Storage Cogeneration System

TITLE:

R NC PAL INVESTIGATOR:

SORI

x

AGE

GRANT NUMBER:

Dr. P.J. Bishop and
Mr. A. Minardi
EIES
21-2699-074
ABSTRACT

Presently, various thermal storage systems have been discussed in
the literature; each has its own advantages and disadvantages. 'Ihis
study was undertaken to review and sum:narize current thennal storage
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congeneration systems in the literature. The systems are being rank ed.
The impact and feasibility of the better systems will be detennined.
'lllis work is cu~rently in progress. A possible system for use has
been identified for further analysis which is the thrust of current work.
1

*

*

* * * * *

TITLE:

~easbility of Solar-Driven Thennoelectric
Augmentation of an q;>en-cycle OI'EC Plant

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. B.E. Eno, P.E.

sroNSORING AGENT:

EIES

GRANT NUMBER:

21-1699-091
ABSTRACT

With recent advances in thennoelectric (TE} materia s an interes in
broader and larger scale applications has been developed. It is
recognized that efficiency of thermoelectric devices, and thus the
production of electrical energy fran a heat source, is strongly dependent
on a relatively large hot to cold function temperature difference. To
utilize a renewable energy resource such as the sun it would be required
to concentrate the sun's rays at the hot TE junction. If a large enough
solar collector array could be provided the TE devices could be "stacked"
in series and parallel and a substantial amount of electrical energy
could be generated for large scale applications.
One possible application of the solar-driven TE generator concept
was thought to be an augmentation of the open-cycle ocean thenna energy
conversion (OTEC) _power plant. 'Illis arEC plant required flash
evaporation of seawater to provide low pressure steam to the turbine. If
a superstructure could be built on the OTEC platform suitable to a large
array of solar--driven TE devices, the seawater could be used to cool the
cold TE junctions. This would theoretically utilize the TE waste heat in
preheating the seawater, thus augmenting the evaporation process. Ihe
direct production of electricity by the TE array would simply add to that
produced by the OI'EC plant.
A preliminary analysis of the above described TE augmented OI'EC
plant did not prove feasible, however. A 100 megawatt arEC plant
requires a platform about the size of a football field. Solar collection
on such a surface only amounts to about 2 megawatts. Thus, it would not
be econanically feasible to invest in such a solar-driven TE array when
the OTEC augmentation is so minimal. Because of the stand-alone feature
of the solar-driven TE generator, however, other possible applications,
such as residential electrical energy production and heating and cooling
are worthy of pursuit.

* *

*

* * * *
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TITLE:

Transient Critical Heat Flux Behavior

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. F.S. Gunnerson and
Dr. E.R. Hosler

SPONSORING AGENT:

United States Nuclear Regulatory Conmission

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1626-005

ABSTRACT
A m jor consideration for the thermal design of light-water nuclear
reactors is to maintain an adequate safety margin between the local
o rating conditions and the critical heat flux (CHF) this requires
etailed assessments of the CHF behavior during normal and postulated
abno
1 con itions, and encanpasses a wide spectn.nn of thennal-hydraulic
con itions.
The puqx>se of the subject work is to further investigate the
pplicability of steady-state CHF correlations in predicting
tr nsi nt-CHF behavioL. In particular, the application of the
corr lations to a itional transient scenarios is being assessed.
oretic 1 considerations of the transient CHF are also addressed within
this study.
Specif ·cally, the scope of the subject work includes the following
bjectives:

1.

2.

3.
4.

An ssessment of transient CHF prediction capabilities for
normal nd
stulated accident conditions within an LWR.
Ein hasis is given to the large and small break loss-of-c(X)lant
acci-Jent {LOCA), reactivity initiated accidents (RIA), and
c rt in r pid operational transients (OPTRAN).
Evalu
he use of steady-state CHF correlations for transient
analysis by canparison with nuclear and non-nuclear transient
t t ata. The r-esearch focus is on "vendor" and other CHF
co rela ions cannonly used in major reactor safety ccmputer
s.
c
end a 0 best-fit" correlation package for predicting
transient CHF behavior under a spectrum of LWR transient
th r:mal-hydraulic conditions.
Intr uce theoretical considerations of the transient CHF
phenanenon which may define the limitations of steady-state
c rrelations in modeling transient CHF behavior.

* * *
TITLE:
PRINCIPAL

*

* * *

Mathematical r-t::>del for Estimating Transient Pressure Surges in a Cryogenic Liquid-Vapor System
INVf~t>TIGATOR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler and

Dr. F.S. Gunnerson
SPONSORING AGENT:

NASA

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1626-033
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ABSTRACT

'Ihe Space Shuttle Liquid Oxygen Servicing System is specifically
designed to transfer liquid oxygen (LOX) between the Ground Storage Tank
(ST) and the Shuttle External Tank (ET). I:Afring the transfer process,
vapor cavity fonnation within the servicing system is likely. 'llle
subsequent collapse of the entrapped vapor has been accredited with
unpredictable surges in system pressure and, under certain conditions,
may jeopardize the system integrity. To minimize pressure surges in the
LDX system, a transient waterhamner-type analysis is often required for
each potential operating procedure. Unfortunately, methods for
predicting pressure surges in a single-canponent, two-phase cryogenic
system are not well developed.
'Ihe objective of the project is to develop and validate a general
mathematical model (with associated computer software) for estimating
transient pressure surges in the single-canponent, two-phase shuttle LDX
servicing system. The effects of liquid column separation and varx:>r
cavity collapse on peak pressure transients will be assesse •

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Investigation of Flow Regimes on the Steam-Side
of Steam Generating Heat Exchanges

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler, P.E.

SFDNSORING AGENT:

UCF Eir::S

GRANT NUMBER:

11-1699-044
ABSTRACT

From a previous investigation of tube damage problems in the heat
exchangers used to generate steam in electric utility plants, it has
becane evident that there is a need to obtain a better understanding of
the two phase flow hydrodynamics of the steam-water flow in these heat
exchangers. A basic test facility has been built to simulate and study
in detail these flow characteristics. The test facility has been used by
two graduate students to obtain experimental data for Master's theses.
W::>rk has been initiated to obtain high speed motion pictures of the flow
and to relate the observations to prototypical tests at high temperatures
and pressures. 1he longer range goal is to develop modeling parameters
which will permit application of the results of inexpensive low pressure
experiments to high temperature, high pressure conditions.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

Absorption-Regulation Studies of C0 -KHC0 -K co
2
3 2 3
Solutions

P INCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler, P.E.

SPONSORING AGENT:

UCF-Graduate Research Council

GRANr NUMBER:

28-2000-013

ABSTRACT
An absorption refrigeration cycle can theoretically be operated in
reverse as a heat engine. Theoretical studies of a co -KHco -K co cycle
3
2
3 2than
have shown that it could have significantly higher efficiencies
a
Rankine cycle operating between the same temperatures and pressures.
'This reseacch is to obtain basic thennodynamic data on
co2-KHC 3-K 2co3 systems in the ranges of temperatures and pressures that
would xlst in an operating i;X)wer cycle. These data will be used to
onstrate wh ther further study of this cycle for power generation is
war.ranted and o support construction of a working model if the cycle is
consi
s ab e theoretically. 'IWo technical papers have been
sed on this t.NOrk.
stu ent earn has developed a detailed design for an absorption
co umn to be used in a working model of the cycle.

* *

*

* * *

Effect of Magnetic Flux on Condenser Cooling
Waters

TITLE:
P I

*

!PAL I VEST!
N

RANT NUMB R:

'.!OR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler, P.E. and
Mr. R.L. Henry, P.E.
Florida Power Corporation
28-1626-009

ABSTRACT
A number of canpanies have recently pro_p::>sed the concept of using
magnetic flux to treat condenser cooling water of large power plants.
TI1is emonstration project consists of operating a boiler and condenser
system to
t t:"mine the effectiveness of this treabnent. Preliminary
r sults in icate that this method of water treatment is effective.
Tes ing and theoretical analysis will be canpleted this surrmer.

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

~velopnent of a Distributed Breach for the
Conical Shock Tube

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IOR:

Dr. F.A. Moslehy, P.E. and

Dr-. S.M. Metwalli, P.E.
SPONSORING AGENT:

Naval Research I.atx:Katory, Washington, D.C.

GRANT NUMBER:

20-1622-002
ABSTRACT

This project represents the final stage of distributed breach
develoµnent for the conical sh~k tube. An initial design of the
distributed breach has been used to find the effect of prestressing
before firing on the stress state after firing. Finite element method
has been used to evaluate in-plane and hoop stresses before and after
firing. A course finite element model is used to find points of high
stresses before a finer mesh thereat is adopted. Results confinn the
existance of a prestress three dimensional continuum which creates a very
high resistance to firing loads. In fact, stresses have literally been
improved after firing due to prestressing effect. The resu ts of the
initial design led to rocxiifications which can further improve the stress
distribution in the breach. 'Ihe improved design has been implemented and
tested. Test results indicate a marked improvement over the old tube.
No failure has occured and the efficiency of simulating real blasts is
about 90% which is much higher than the old tube.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Flow Visualization in Feedwater Heaters

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Mr. A. Minardi and
Dr. P.J. Bishop

SPONSORING AGENT:

~stinghouse

GRANT NUMBER:

28-1626-008
ABSTRACT

Condensation buildup inside a feedwater heater was investigated in a
research project at the University of Central
Florida. The two-phase flow inside the heater was modeled using air and
water. 'Ihe purpose of the study was to identify the primary and
secondary flow patterns inside a carmercial feedwater heater.
Identification of the flow patterns yielded an explanation for why
the condensate level inside the heater was increasing with operational
load. Condensate drain constriction was identified as a major factor in
the heat exchanger model studies.
~stinghouse-related

* * * * * * *
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TITL8:

Crashworthiness r-t:>deling

PR!NC PAL INVcSTIGATOR:

Dr. C.E. Nuckolls, P.E.

ORING AG NT:
GRANT NUMBER:

Federal Aviation Administration
20-1626-001
ABSTRACT

In support of a full scale air-to-ground crash test of a transport
aircraft, which is to be held in the summer of 1984, mathematical
ll'Ddeling of the structural response is being attempted. A mcxieling
phi osophy has evolved and a computer pro;Jram has been developed.
PUBLICATIO S:

Nuckolls, C.E., Wittlin, G. and Gamon, M.A. "Aircraft
Structure Crash Simulation by Use of Program KRASH,"
International Conference on Structural Impact and
Crashworthiness, London, United Kingdan, July 16-20, 1984.

* * * * * * *
Tribotester

TITLf_,:

PRI

PA

INVESTIGATOR:

s
G

NT:
M

R:

Dr. Stephen Rice, P.E.
Dr. Faissal llibslehy, P.E.
UCE' Division of Sponsored Research

28-2000-168
ASST RACT

ctiv
f this newly initiated project is to develop a
r. us in rese rch on wear of ceramics. Such materials are
d or use in advanced heat engines, but tribolCXJical
is yet to be estab ished. 'Ihe wear test apparatus is to be
to ccarmodate a wide range of load, velocity and stiffness
~e uirem nts, and
o be utilized in data acquisition with a unique
canputerize las r speckle metrology system for subsurface zone
ch rac erization of ceramic wear specimens.

* * * * * * *
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DEPARTMENT Of' MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE SCIENCES
ABSTRACTS OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH
TITLE:

Multi-use

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler

R:>~r

Cycle

ABSTRACT
This project involved the develoµnent of a i;:ower cycle application
of a gas absorption system using carbon dioxide as the working fluid and
potassium carbonate/potassium bicarlx>nate solutions as the
absorbent/carrier fluid. The cycle has potentially significant thermal
efficiency advantages compared to a conventional steam Rankine cycle
operating between the same temperature limits.
'Ihe current research is to design a prototype system to obtain
operating data to demonstrate that the theoretical advantages of the
cycle can be realized in practice.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Two-Phase Flow

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IDR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler
ABSTRACT

This project is to develop methods to predict two-phase flow
patterns and pressure losses in canplicated geanetries such as tube and
shell heat exchanges based on the results of inexpensive low pressure
air-water experiments. Such experiments can be run for a very small
fraction of the cost of a prototypical high pressure experiment.
A low pressure air-water test facility has been constructed and is
being used to gather pressure drop and flow regime data to canpare with
prototypical experiments conducted at other laboratories. Ccrnparative
analysis of the results should permit developing of appropriate modeling
parameters so that the low pressure results may be applied to high
pressure design situations.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Integrated Photoelastic Boundary Element Method

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. F.A. fvbslehy, P.E.

ABSTRACT
An interactive program has been developed to analyze photoelastic
data for two dimensional problems. The canputer program is the first to
input directly photoelastic fringe information fran an isochranatic
fringe pattern photograph via a graphics tablet to the ccmputer. A
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clos,e d contour surrounding the region of interest forms the boundary of
the problem. Fractional fringe ordecs are canputed by Lagrangian
intetpalating polynanial. Interpolating values of the fractional fringe
compare favorably with those obtained by Tardy method of compensation.
Photoelastic data analysis yields a map of principal stress
difference along the specified contour. To separate the stress
canponents a boundary element program based on quadratic variations of
boundary data is employed to calculate the sLHn of the two principal
stress canponents and hence one can canpute directly the stress
canponents at any ~int. This demonstrates the effective coupling
tween the t\-l'O techniques.

* * * * * * *
TITLE·

Dynamic Boundary Element Analysis

P INCIPAL INVI:'.STIGATOR:

Dr. F.A. evbslehy. P.B.

ABSTRACT

ns of motion for the elastodynarnic problem have been
t·me-independent form through the use of Fourier
transform.
um rical solutions are obtained after a reduction of the
integral equ tions to sets of algebraic equations. 'Ihese reductions and
the subsequent autanatic solution of the algebraic equations are done for
each erm in th sequence of real values of the transform parameter.
vi h the fourier transformed data canpletely specified, the transfonned
·spl cement an stress Can[X>nenets for any interior point may be
lcul ed by a s ra·ght forward integration. With all of these
ansfo
u n iti s known for a sequence of values of the transform
ter th ir ransient behaviors may be obtained by an inverse fast
tr nsfo

sform.

*
' ITU:.:

!PAL INV"'STIGATOR:

* * * * * *

Investigation of ~ar of Ceramic Materials by
Laser Speckle Metrol()(]y

Dr. S.L. Rice, P.E.
Dr. F .A. l.\t)slehy, P. E.
ABSTRACT

Re
· iv solid body contact generally leads to the developnent of
r-sur:-f c zon s of unique canposition and structure. Depending upon
h s cimen/coun erface material pair, and on contact conditions such as
n nin 1 stress l vel, sliding velocity, stiffness, environment, etc.,
h se zones develop to quasi-equilibrium dimension, canposition and
morphology.

Th research objectives include the developnent of laser speckle
techniques to determine near-surface zone characteristics, including both
equilibrium characteristics and real-time zone growth behavior.
Experimental techniques will be refined by work with metallic materials
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which previously have been fully characterized. The technique then will
be applied to ceramics and metal-ceramic ccrnposites being developed for
advanced heat engines. The final objective of the project is the
developnent of an engineering model for wear, based upon non-contact
measurements of near-surface zone response for such material pairs.
*

* * * * * *
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D PARrMENT Of MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE SCIENCES

MAS1ER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS AND THESIS

TITLE:

Pressure Drop Across a Tube Support Plate of Trefoil
Geanetry Used in Steam Generator

CANDIOOTE:

Raad H. Bashar

ACULTY' ADVISOR:

Dr. E.R. Hosler
ABSTRACT

Tiiis r search is concerned with the presentation of pressure drop
xperim nt 1 results across a restriction of trefoil geometry (tube
up
t plat ) used in steam generators. The pressure drops were
o
r single-phase and two-phase of air, water, and their
w e performed at atmospheric conditions (pressure and

ff icients associated with these pressure drops were
determine , and empirical correlations for the results
with previous studies done on other
mixtures, and also to a similar gecmetry with
wa

r mixture.

* * * * * * *
Ana ytical Investigation of Perfonnance of a Solar
Po red Free Piston Stirling-Stirling Heat Pump
Coolin an Insulated Enclosure

TT F.':

DI
F

T :

'ULTY ADVISOR:

Ga y D. Beckfeld
Mr. ~James K.

Beck

ABSTRACT

investigation was attempted of a solar driven
tirling ngine driving a second free-piston Stirling engine
A yanmic model and a thennodynamic model with free
convect· n hat ransfer:- were derived.
overning equations wer-e progranrned to obtain numerical
s lu ions by canputer. Graphs of piston displacements, volumes,
pr ssur s, rn ss cycles, and temperatures versus time are presented.
Engine w r:-k output, operating frequencies, and efficiencies are
c lcu at . E f cts of parameter variations are presented. However,
becaus proper phase angl s could not be obtained for this model, the
ooling pecfonnance of the system could not be evaluated.
Limitations f the ccrnputer analysis are discussed and areas for
ssibl further investigation are suggested.

* * * * * *
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TITLE:

Adaption and Q? timization of the Ibrahim Time L.omain
Modal Parameter Identification Algorithm for
Mini-Computer Use

CANDIDATE:

Mary Therese Cogeos

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. D.R. Jenkins

1

ABSTRACT
Conventional m:xlal analysis is performed using FFT Analyzers with
modal analysis software developed by one of many text/analysis software
vendors. The analysis is performed in the frequency danain using
frequency response functions. A recent advancement in rncxjal analysis
involved analyzing the nieasured free response oE a structure in the time
danain. The Ibrahim Time Ibmain (ITD) Algorithm is such a methcrl which
has been used and verified at government environmental test fac·lities ..
The ITD is an exact numeric solution; no approximations or engineering
judgement is required for proper:- perfonnance of the algorithm. The
results of the ITO Algorithm are far superior to those of conventional
frequency resi;x:>nse methods when the test structure has closely spaced or
heavily dami;>ed modes of vibration. Currently, the ITO exists only on
mainframe canputers. The purpose of this research is to adapt the
numeric routine to a mini-canputer (DEC PDP-11/34). In this way, the ITO
algorithm could be incorporated in any envirorunental test facility with
access to a mini-canputer.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Forced Convective Critical Heat Flux for Tubes a d Rcx:3
Bundles

CANDIDATE:

Joseph E. Dahlquist

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. Feed S. Gunnerson
ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a mcxlel for predicting the forced convective
critical heat flux (CHF) for water over a wide range of therrnalhydraulic
conditions which might be encountered during normal and accident
operations of a light water nuclear reactor. 'Ihe model, canposed of
existing steady-state CHF correlations for tubes or tube and rod bundle
geanetries, enccmpasses the following parametric ranges:
0.3
6.0
100.0
-0.30

< Pi(MPa)
< D(MM)
2
< G(kg/m s)
<x
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<
<
<
<

16.0

30.0
8000.0

LO

The corrleations used as the foundation of this model are the
)
2)
3)

Westinghouse-3 correlation,
i
i carrel tion, and
i ied Barnett correlation.

The model presented is cc:mpared with available data, and the
resultant model is illustrated as a 3-D surface in mass flux, quality,
n CHF space to represent general CHF behavior.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

M:>del Ana ysis by State Space Approach in Frequency
D::main
Feliciano Feijo

:

A ULTY A VS R:

Dr. S.M. Metwalli, P.E.
ABSTRACT

rt tests a new procedure to identify the eigenvalue problem
tz1n the frequency response of a system in state-space for
1 forcing input.
i entif ·cation tests are performed and a detailed
th cases is presented. The method proved to be correct
obtained were accur-ate in both cases. A randan error was
h sample tests in order to simulate real measuring
sults indicate that it is more difficult to identify the A
system. The er-ror in the system must be very small
f system to be identified. HoJNever, when the
ion
ated several times and then averaged, the
moce ace rate.
i n
c

exp

* * * * * * *
TITL ;:

The

CAN

Michael f. Hackathorn

DATE:

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr.

~sign

of a

~ep

Ocean Hydrophone

.A. Moslehy

ABSTRACT
A esiyn
r
p ocean hydrophone is proposed here. 1he
hydroph n 's sound s nsing element is canprised of a capped end,
pi zo- 1 c r'c ceramic cylinder. This sound sensing element is encased

in

n

c us ic coupling fluid filled elastaneric boot. A small diameter
cOITUllunicat s hydrostatic pressure from the coupling fluid to the
·nterior of the sound sensing element for hydrostatic pressure
canpensation. The theoretical free field voltage sensitivity, the ratio
of open circuit voltage to incident acoustic pressure, is predicted from
mathematica mcxlel of the sound sensing element.
u

* * * * * * *
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TITLE:

'llle Technical and Econcmic Feasibility of Producing
Methane from Bianass Using a Leaching-Bed/Packed-Bed
Conversion Process

CANDIDl-\TE:

Steven W. Hinton

FACULTY APVISOR:

Dr. P.J. Bishop
ABSTRACT

'Ihe econanic feasibility and energy effectiveness of producing
pipeline quality methane gas from bianass was assessed for a new and
totally unproven process. TI-le bianass fedstc::x;k considered was the cairmon
aquatic weed water hyacinth and a novel active bcx::nrwinch harvesting
system is pro_posed for its collection. The conversion process analyzed
is a two stage biological process which utilizes a leaching-bed for the
production of volatile acids and a packed-be for the production of
methane gas. In order to determine the feasibility of the proposed
process equiµnent cequirements, capital costs and operating/ma.ntenance
costs were developed for three system sizes. this data was ana yze
using a life cycle cost model to determine pay back period. the results
indicate that payoff period will be less than equipnent life and that net
energy production occurs. areas where further research would pranote the
intrcxluction of this technology are identified and discussed.

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Laminar Film Condensation Heat Transfer of ater
Vapor-Air Mixture on a Vertical Flat Plate an
Cylindrical Surface

CANDIDATE:

Chick-Hong Ng

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. P.J. Bishop
ABSTRACT

This theoretical study has been undertaken in order to provide
insights into the steady t'NO-dimensional laminar film condensation heat
transfer on an isothermal vertical flat wall and a cylindrical surface.
Consideration is given to both the pure water vapor and water vapor-air
mixture. Only the saturated state of the bulk vapor is considered.
The effects of liquid-vapor resistance, gas-solubility in the
condensate, thermal diffusion and diffusion thenno are neglected. The
presence of air as noncondensing gas has been fully accounted for in this
study. The physical properties of the condensate liquid are taken to be
those of saturated water at the appropriate temperatures. 1he properties
of the vapor region are considered to be constant except for the density
of the mixture.
The mixture of solution is based on the numerical techniques of
laminar boundary layer theory. By using liquid-vapor interface matching,
an approximate integral solution is obtained.
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In this study it was found that the presence
ir s a n neon ensing gas in the water vapor-air
decisive role in decreasing the condensation heat
is moce pronounced at lower bulk temperature,
(Tv-Tw). As the mass fraction of air in the bu k
tcansrer decreases monotonically.

TY,

of a small amount of
mixture plays a
transfer. The decrease
and higher values of
W increases, the heat
00

,

* * * * * * *
TITLE:

Interactive Computer Aided Design and Animation of
Spatial Mechanisms

CANDIDATE:

Emnet B. Beter, III

FACULTY ADVISOR:

Dr. S.M. Metwalli
ABSTRACT

The syn hesis of planar and spatial mechanisms is often accomplished
ither rial an
rror supplemented by canputer analysis or by
ciE'c analytica techniques in the literature. In either case it is
ly h lpful to be able to visualize a physical design as it
rges, an to see a graphic display of it in animated motion. This
aper escribes the developnent of a general interactive program for both
nalyzing an viewing a spatial 4-bar (RSSR) mechanism in animated
motion. 'Ihe na ysis provides canplete position, velocity, and
acceleration information and, for the special case of the planar 4-bar,
the same information is available for an arbitrary coupler point. The
animation, while n t real time, is sufficiently fast to provide the
esigner with a physical feel for the relative movement of the links.
Th pr ram is written in interactive BASIC and is designed to run on a
nd r Ap 1 II microccmputer. The result is a helpful tool for the
chanisms d si ner, and an example is presented to demonstrate the
am's f exi i ity.
by
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second one was associated with liquid-column separation and vapor cavity
collapse. · Major modifications were made to the canputer program for
two-phase flow treatments. Encouraging results have been obtained
validating the model and opening new perspectives for future work.
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